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ABSTRACT 

Online social networks appear lately in various contexts, largely due to the popularity of the 

tools such as Facebook or LinkedIn. The traditional social networks and their relations to 

various human activities have been investigated for long time already, long before the Web 

2.0 revolution. The methodology called Social Network Analysis has been developed for 

scientific investigation of such relations. In this work we applied the Social Network Analysis 

methods to investigate the role of online as well as traditional social networks in an 

industrial E-Learning setting. 

 For this thesis, we executed several E-Learning experiments in a pan-European organization 

with member companies that share cooperative business processes. In the next step, we 

applied Social Network Analysis to analyze the experimental results. One of the most 

important results was the fact that the learning performance in an industrial E-Learning 

setting was extremely weak whenever communication between trainees and tutors was also 

weak. 

For that reason, in the second part of the thesis work, we provide a framework for the 

construction and use of collaborative online social networks within an E-Learning 

environment that aim to improve the learning outcome by improving the communication 

channels in the system. To that end, we apply further methodologies such as controllability 

theory and ontology engineering. We develop a novel algorithm for matching trainees and 

tutors in an E-Learning system to create groups that facilitate a better communication. 

Finally, we evaluate the improvements of the developed framework by standard statistical 

tests such as sample t and chi-square tests. We are able to significantly improve learning 

performance in specific configurations of our framework. 

Summarizing, this thesis contributes a novel matching algorithm for grouping of trainees and 

tutors in an E-Learning system, as well as an example of a practical integration of social 

networks and ontology engineering. This work is interesting for researchers since it provides 

an analysis of a specific situation in an industrial setting, which differs largely from the 

investigations on the same topic in academic settings. Moreover, this work is interesting for 

system designers in the industry since it provides the advanced methods of enhancement of 

E-Learning applications and tools. 
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1. Motivation and Objectives 

 

 

1.1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

The author of this work works for the railway industry and was inspired by the 

implementation of an E-Learning system in this industrial environment. The railway industry 

is traditionally very resistant to change, therefore it was a considerable challenge to 

implement a new distance–learning, knowledge-sharing methodology in the chosen setting, 

as well as to observe and analyze the behavior of the community formed by the E-Learning 

participants. This setup significantly differs from the academic setup where students of a 

school or university are supposed to use a distance-learning methodology thus the issues 

related to knowledge advancement of E-Learning participants in an industrial setting are the 

focus of this work.   

 

1.2. INTRODUCTION 

E-Learning is a popular distance-learning method in diverse organizations, both academic 

and industrial ones. In academic organizations it is quite normal nowadays to use E-Learning 

as an extended mechanism of knowledge management and delivery in addition to the 

traditional educational methods. Setting up E-Learning methodologies in industry is also an 

ongoing trend but, of course, a little slower than in the education sector. However, the 

management of companies in the industry sector is increasingly aware of the importance of 

knowledge management and knowledge sharing between co-workers within their 

companies, especially after the boom enjoyed by the Web 2.0 and its growing utilization in 

corporations (Schachner and Tochtermann, 2008, Littlejohn et al., 2011).  

During the literature review we found two guiding principles for the application of E-

Learning in industrial organizations. The first is that these organizations aim to reduce 

workforce training costs compared to face-to-face training and the second that they aim to 

validate and improve the efficiency of knowledge transfer, again in comparison with 

traditional training methods (Lundvall, 2008, Sellen, 2002, Karrer, 2008). The obvious benefit 

brought by the first principle is that the companies reduce costs by lowering the travel 

expenses and being able to keep the workforce at the workplace even during the training.  



 

 

However, the second principle is much more complicated to achieve than it might appear at 

first. Thus it is not surprising that efficiency has already been investigated in relation to E-

Learning with regards to the following aspects: cognitive load theory (Paas, 2003, Clark et 

al., 2006, Plass, 2010), rapid dynamic assessment (Kaluga and Sweller, 2005), or adaptive 

and collaborative learning (Ruiz et al., 2006, Kumar, 2007, Weibelzahl, 2008), to mention 

just a few. In this work, we assume that the efficiency of knowledge transfer is reflected in 

the success rate of the learners, i.e. if knowledge transfer from the source to the trainees 

was efficient, the trainees will successfully reach their learning objectives.    

Our aim is to investigate how to increase learning efficiency, i.e. how to improve the 

knowledge of the learners, in other words ensure their knowledge advancement. We took 

the research findings provided in (Scardamalia 2002, Trausan-Matu et al. 2012) as guidance; 

these indicate that knowledge advancement can best be achieved as a community rather 

than as an individual, therefore collaborative learning within an E-Learning setting is 

interesting to investigate. The investigation of the involvement of social networks in E-

Learning also seemed to be a natural step, in order to analyze the communities and their 

collaboration activities within the E-Learning settings. Social networks in E-Learning have 

been a topic of research for years already, and some useful findings could be deployed in 

this work. Let us mention a few. 

Implicit Social Networks 

The implicit involvement of social networks in E-Learning setups has been seen as very 

intuitive (Haythornthwaite, 2005). The author of the referenced work provides a social 

network model of E-Learning participants for the purpose of examination, defines the roles 

and relations between the E-Learning participants (the actors in the social network), 

proposes measures using social network analysis (SNA) methods, and concludes by arguing 

for community building within E-Learning settings. 

Social Network Modeling  

Applying a social network model to the structuring of users in E-Learning systems such as 

the one made by (Chatti et al., 2007) clearly shows that taking social network methodologies 

into consideration can hardly be avoided in future E-Learning setups. The authors of the 

above-mentioned work claim that the social communication component (i.e. the paradigm 

‘who do you know’) is becoming more important than sophisticated access methods to the 

learning material. The authors argue that previous attempts to relate Knowledge 

Management (KM) and Learning Management (LM) failed because they did not consider the 

social communication component as important.  



 

 

Thirdly, the enhancement of collaborative learning by distance learners through the 

application of social network-based community-building according to behavioral rules is 

described in (Wang et al. 2007) as an example of the intensive utilization of the results of 

social network analysis for E-Learning. 

Collaboration 

The newest research attempts such as those shown in (Silva and Figuera 2012) support the 

idea of applying SNA (social network analysis) methodology to collaboration between 

trainees and tutors. The authors show that the social component of E-Learning can be 

closely investigated by visualizing the activities of the participants in a discussion forum in 

the chosen E-Learning setup. 

However, in spite of these very useful findings, there was a lack of results about the impact 

of these collaborative social network-based methods, as applied in E-Learning settings, on 

trainee’s learning success. The majority of the research work we examined contained advice 

about the structuring of the E-Learning community, but did not contain any indication about 

the knowledge advancement of the learners after the above-mentioned methods had been 

applied (Griol et al. 2012, Ullrich et al., 2010). Although SNA is very important, only a few 

studies have investigated the impact of social networks on the learning success (Cho et al., 

2007, Vaquero and Cebrian, 2013).  

 The work of (Hwang et al. 2012) sheds more light in this direction.  Its experimental results 

show that the cognitive load of the learners can be reduced and their learning outcome can 

be improved if computerized collaborative concepts are implemented in the community of 

the learners. The experiments were made in an academic environment, with a sample of 

children aged 11 on average.  

However, the question is how these findings relate to our sample in an industrial setting 

since it differs heavily from the academic one. Our samples are taken from a pan-European 

organization with member companies all over Europe that share a common business 

process for cooperation. The profile of our E-Learning participants largely differs from the 

profile of users in typical academic environments such as a school or a university: they are 

very likely to differ in age, as well as in educational, business, geographical, cultural and 

language background and skills.  

To bridge the gap that we had detected, we started our own research and investigated the 

potential of E-Learning systems for the knowledge advancement of industrial learners. We 

chose an E-Learning system which initially suited the purpose and more or less reflected the 

standard of today’s E-Learning systems: structuring of educational material, easy authoring 

of tests, testing reports, tutoring, virtual classrooms, discussion forums, chat, just to 

mention a few of their characteristics. For this purpose, several contemporary E-Learning 



 

 

systems were evaluated and the best-matching license-free (open source) system was 

chosen. The details about the system can be found in (Maglajlic and Helic, 2010). The users 

of the E-Learning system are employees of several companies geographically distributed 

across Europe. The courses in the E-Learning system contain lessons about new business 

processes that the workers in those companies are supposed to participate in, and about 

completely new workflow support tools that the companies within the organization have 

agreed to use, but the employees are not used to them.  

The initial idea was to provide an approach to context-sensitive learning material delivery 

depending on the skills and competences of the E-Learning system users. However, during 

the observation of the knowledge advancement of the trainees – especially in relation to the 

efficiency of the knowledge transfer between tutors and trainees – we noted some 

problems that forced us to investigate the reasons more deeply and to come up with novel 

approaches to their solution. 

 

1.3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

   

We observed the learning outcome improvement of the trainees in the E-Learning system by 

comparing their test results before taking the E-Learning course, and after taking the 

(tutored) E-Learning course. We noted that trainees who had weak test results at the 

beginning were likely to have weak test results after the course if they didn’t communicate 

with their tutors. More precisely, the lack of collaboration implied a weak learning outcome 

and was a sign of inefficiency in the knowledge transfer. One might claim that this is an 

obvious issue and that it is not worth investigating any further, but we disagree for the 

following reasons:  

 

a) An analytical approach with a precise result evaluation that could show the statistical 

dependencies between communication intensity and learning outcome could rarely be 

found in existing research. An example can be found in (Chen et al., 2011), where the 

authors provide a very precise regression model which indicates that direct dialogue 

between student and teacher does influence the learning outcome. However, this research 

was carried out in a typical academic environment (a university), not in an industrial 

environment, and it was focused on face-to-face learning, not on E-Learning. 

 

b) Teaching E-Learning participants is a new challenge compared to teaching students in an 

academic environment. Discussion between students and teacher in the (virtual) classroom 



 

 

is quite a natural thing, as well as the utilization of discussion results leading to improved 

learning. However, in an industrial setting, collaboration between E-Learning participants 

cannot be taken for granted since the participants may differ widely in their skills and 

competences, or in their working experiences. This might affect their personal attitude as 

regards asking the tutors for help. Hence, it is worth further analyzing whether their 

organizational, business sector-related, geographical or language-related background play a 

role in their learning process.  

 

The problem statement is underpinned with the experimental results given in Paper 1 of 

Chapter 3. 

 

1.4. OBJECTIVE 

 

According to the problem specification set out above, the main objective of this research is 

to discover methods that can enhance collaboration between trainees and tutors (actually, 

all E-Learning participants) within a specific industrial setting in order to promote their 

knowledge improvement. 

In order to meet this objective, we consider that the following research questions have to be 

answered. Each of these questions has its own objective, but answering them helps to cover 

the general objective indicated above.  

  



 

 

 

1.5. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

RQ1: What are the structure and properties of implicit social networks in E-Learning? 

 

The objective of this research question is to analyze the E-Learning setting in depth and try 

to identify the implicit social networks in it. Answering this question helps us to analyze the 

eventual correlation between the social network role and/or position of the E-Learning 

participants and their knowledge advancement. We deal with this research question in 

Paper 1: ‘How Do Social Networks Influence Learning Outcomes? A Case Study in an 

Industrial Setting’. 

 

RQ2: How can we control and adapt social networks in the E-Learning setting to enhance 

collaboration? 

 

The objective of this research question is to find ways to overcome the differences that 

constitute obstacles in the communication and collaboration of the E-Learning participants. 

Answering this question helps us to find out if there are any possibilities not only to use the 

potential implicit social networks but also to construct new social networks of trainees and 

tutors to enhance their information and knowledge interchange.    

We deal with this research question in Papers 2 ‘Engineering Social Networks Using the 

Controllability Approach Applied to E-Learning’, Paper 3 ‘Efficiency in E-Learning: Can 

Learning Outcomes Be Improved by Using Social Networks of Trainees and Tutors?’ and 

Paper 4 ‘Implementation of a Framework for Collaborative Social Networks in E-Learning’..  

 

RQ3: How adaptations to social networks within E-Learning settings improve collaboration 

and learning outcomes? 

 

The objective of this research question is to investigate and compare the knowledge 

advancement of the trainees with and without the utilization of social networks for 

collaboration enhancement. Actually, by answering this research question, we also tackle 

the typical industrial, economic-efficiency question: has the workforce’s knowledge 

improved by using this particular E-Learning system, i.e. is there a benefit of the particular 

utilization? We deal with this research question (and its ‘industrial/economic’ sub-question) 



 

 

in Paper 3 ‘Efficiency in E-Learning: Can Learning Outcomes Be Improved by Using Social 

Networks of Trainees and Tutors?’ and Paper 4 ‘Implementation of a Framework for 

Collaborative Social Networks in E-Learning’. 

  



 

 

 

1.6. RESEARCH RESULTS 

In order to answer the three research questions listed above, we needed to apply various 

methodologies, such as SNA (Wasserman and Faust, 2009, Knoke et al., 2008, Scott, 1988), 

the newest experiences gained from controllability theory (Sontag 1998, Åström 2008, Liu 

2011, Kalman, 1963), as well as ontology engineering (Mika 2005, Pernas et al. 2012), and 

the methods of behavioral statistics, e.g. sample t tests, chi-square tests (Cohen, 1998, 

Myers, 1990, Mann, 1942) and Pearson-Product-Moment-Correlation-Coefficient  (PPMCC),  

(Rogers, 1988). The work that was carried out with the help of these methodologies resulted 

in a framework for collaboration enhancement in E-Learning environments. The 

characteristics of this framework that make it original in comparison with previous research 

in this field are as follows. 

NOVEL MATCHING ALGORITHM 

It specifies a novel algorithm that matches tutors and trainees for the construction of 

tutored groups by taking the social network parameters of both trainees and tutors into 

account when calculating the matching criteria. 

PRACTICAL INTEGRATION OF SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS AND ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING 

It provides a method for the joint utilization of learners’ and learning ontology and SNA 

methods; in this way, the communication intensity between trainees and tutors within the 

E-Learning setting can be evaluated for the purpose of recommending tutors and fellow 

trainees to the ‘weaker’ trainees – the aim being to help them improve their learning 

outcome.  

As a ‘proof-of-concept’, the framework was implemented as an add-on to the chosen E-

Learning system in the chosen industrial environment. The detailed description of the 

framework and its results can be found in Paper 4 as well as in Chapter 4 (‘Final Evaluation’), 

but we will describe the structure of the thesis in more detail in the next section.   

  



 

 

 

1.7. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the scientific 

methods used in this research (as mentioned in the previous section) as well as a brief 

description of their theoretical background. Chapter 3 presents the cumulative work and 

contains the following papers: 

 

Paper 1: Maglajlic, S., Helic, D. (2011), How do social networks influence learning outcomes? 

A case study in an industrial setting, Emerald Journal on Interactive Technology and Smart 

Education, Vol. 9 Iss: 2, pp.74-88. 

Paper 2: Maglajlic, S. (2012), Engineering Social Networks Using the Controllability Approach 

Applied to E-Learning, Proceedings of 12th IEEE International Conference on Advanced 

Learning Technologies, pp. 276-280, DOI 10.1109/ICALT.2012.209. 

Paper 3: Maglajlic, S. (2012), Efficiency in E-Learning: Can Learning Outcomes Be Improved 

by Using Social Networks of Trainees and Tutors?, Addleton Academic Publishers Journal on 

Economics, Management, and Financial Markets, Volume 7(4), 2012, , pp. 121-137, ISSN 

1842-3191. 

Paper 4: Maglajlic, S. (2013), Implementation of a Framework for Collaborative Social 

Networks in E-Learning, AACE International Journal on E-Learning (IJEL) Corporate, 

Government, Healthcare, & Higher Education, in review. 

 

The graphical representation of Chapter 3 helps to better understand how the three 

research questions have been answered in the four papers in order to reach the final 

objective.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 1: Coverage of research questions by papers in the thesis 

 

Chapter 4 contains a final statistical evaluation of the methods applied in this research. We 

conclude the work with Chapter 5.  
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2. Theoretical Background 

 

In this chapter we will explain the theoretical background of the scientific methods used in this piece 

of research, as well as present related research in the domain where these methods have been 

applied. The following methodologies have been used: 

- Social Network Analysis (SNA) 

- Graph Theory 

- Control Theory 

- Ontology 

- Statistics. 

A full description of these methods is clearly out of the scope of this thesis; however, basic 

definitions and an explanation of the interpretation of these methods will make it easier for the 

reader to understand the papers in the third chapter, and thus get the whole picture of the results 

achieved. Firstly we will describe the SNA and its relationship with graph theory, since these two 

approaches are very closely linked. Secondly, we will briefly describe the purpose of control theory, 

and note which specific relationship between control theory and graph theory is used in this work. 

Thirdly, we will shortly mention the principle of ontology and explain why this methodology has 

been used in this work. Finally, we will mention which statistical methods are used in this research 

and how they have been interpreted.  

 

2.1. SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS AND GRAPH THEORY 

The concepts of social network analysis are used in this research by relying on the rules provided in 

(Wasserman and Faust, 2009). In reference to this source, we use the following definitions:  

• Actors correspond to the basic unit of the social network. In our case these are the 

registered E-Learning participants. 

• Relational tie – the link between actors, such as the evaluation of one person by another 

through friendship, transfer of material resources (buying/selling), transfer of non-material 

resources (communications; information sending/receiving). Thus, ties correspond to the 

affiliation of actors to various events or organizations or to direct communication between 

actors. 

• Group – consists of a finite set of actors, which for conceptual, theoretical or empirical 

reasons, is treated as a finite set of individuals on which network measurements are made. 



 

 

• Relation – a collection of ties of a specific kind among members of a group. For example, a 

set of friendships in a team, or a set of partnerships between companies in the industrial 

branch under study can be seen as relations between individuals or groups. 

• Social network – the final set of actors and relation(s) detected within the network. 

  

It is very convenient to represent the social networks with the help of graphs. For this purpose, 

mathematical graph theory is used. A graph may be defined as follows: graph G is an ordered couple 

consisting of the non-empty set of units called nodes (often referred to in the mathematical 

literature as vertices (sing. vertex), hence the notation V(G) for a set of nodes can be found in the 

literature) and a set of links between the nodes called edges (in the notation often referred as E(G)). 

The function that maps each edge to the non-ordered couple of (not necessary different) nodes, is 

called incidence function (Bondy and Murty, 2008). The ‘relation’ within the social network 

definition actually corresponds to the incidence function given by the definition of a graph. The 

‘relational ties’ are interpreted as edges. ‘Actors’ and affiliation targets are (usually) represented by 

nodes. In the literature, diverse explanations about various types of social networks can be found, 

but we will concentrate on the following two. 

 

AFFILIATION NETWORK 

By definition (Wasserman and Faust 2009), an affiliation network is a type of social network that is 

shaped by the actors, organizations or events according to the actors’ membership of an 

organization or registration for an event (affiliation). In our case, as already mentioned above, the 

actors are the E-Learning participants; the organization to which the participants belong, their 

business branch, geographical location and language preference can be considered as ‘target of 

affiliation’. 

Affiliation networks are usually modeled as bipartite graphs. A graph is called bipartite if its nodes 

can be separated into two disjoint sets X and Y (subsets of V(G)) and all the nodes from X have their 

edge ending in the Y and vice versa. Quite clearly, the nodes representing the actors can be put into 

the set X and the affiliation targets can be put into the set Y. The affiliation to the particular target is 

the edge between the actor and the target.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 2: Bipartite graph and affiliation network: interpretation of graph theory in SNA 

 

A social network with only one set of actors is called one-modal. Social networks where the set of 

basic units (actors and affiliation targets) can be divided into several (at least two) groups are called 

multi-modal. Affiliation networks are therefore multi-modal. Multimodal networks are represented 

with n-partite graphs, where n is the count of modalities. For simplicity reasons, we used two-modal 

affiliation networks, and present them as bipartite graphs. For example, affiliation networks 

according to organization and business branch will be treated separately.  

 

COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

Communication networks are modeled in a more straightforward manner than affiliation networks, 

and this task is intuitively easier, since we do not need to separate the sets of actors and affiliation 

targets – from the beginning, we try to form a network with actors of nearly the same type. The 

information flow between actors forms the communication network. In our case, E-Learning 

participants who exchange e-mails/messages or take part in a discussion forum are modeled in the 

graph as nodes connected by the edges, corresponding to the information flow. In graph theory, 

directed graphs are defined as graphs where the edges between the nodes are directed. The 

information flow direction defines the edge orientation in the graph. Such a graph is often called 



 

 

digraph in the literature (Bondy and Murty 2008; Wasserman and Faust 2009). The edges in a 

digraph are called arcs.  

 

 

Figure 3: Nodes and arcs of a digraph: a natural way to present a communication network 

 

In graph theory we count the number of edges going from or coming to the node. This count is 

called node degree. The notation is d(v), v denotes vertex, i.e. node. For digraphs, the number of 

ingoing arcs (edges pointing to the node, notation: d-
(v)) and outgoing arcs (the edges pointing from 

the node, notation: d
+
(v)) is considered. These degrees provide us, for example, with information 

about the communication intensity of the trainees and tutors. The node degree is one of the most 

important quantifiers in SNA, and is / was therefore intensively used in this thesis. Additionally to 

node degree, some more terms are defined with the means of graph theory, which serve as the 

tools of SNA, but here we mention only the three that were used for this research: 

• Cliques: the aim is to detect sub-networks inside a particular social network, e.g. 

concentrated communication between a group of nodes – in such a clique the nodes are 

more connected with each other than with other nodes of the network. 

• Degree Centrality: the centrality of an actor in the social network is calculated by dividing 

the node degree by the total number of edges in the network. 

• Density: the density of a particular social network is calculated as the total number of edges 

in the network divided by the maximum number of edges possible for this network. 

Centrality and density are used in a similar way as node degree as important quantifiers of the social 

network.  

The works provided by (Silva and Figueira, 2012; Haythornthwaite 2005) can serve as typical 

examples of utilization of the SNA methods in E-Learning. These methods have been used 

intensively in this thesis in Papers 1 and 3.  

 



 

 

2.2. CONTROL THEORY AND GRAPH THEORY 

Control theory is also referred to as ‘feedback theory’ and is used mostly in engineering for complex 

system investigation. It can be succinctly described as a methodology to transform a system from 

one state to another in a finite number of steps (Åström and Murray, 2008). According to (Sontag, 

1998), the object of observation is treated as controllable if it can be manipulated so as to change 

from its initial state into the desired one.  

The use of control theory described in (Liu et al., 2011) is especially interesting for this piece of 

research. In their paper, the authors focus on the controllability of complex networks. They seek to 

find an efficient method to make a network controllable according to the definition given above. 

After an analysis of the possibilities to use classic methods of control theory provided in (Kalman, 

1963) to investigate the controllability of a complex communication network, the authors realized 

that this method was rather inefficient for large networks, since it requires the computation of 2n
-1 

distinct combinations, for a network of n nodes. Clearly, such computing complexity (exponential!) 

should be avoided for large networks. Therefore, the authors investigated alternative methods and 

also applied graph theory here. They showed that control over the so-called driver nodes in the 

network leads to full network controllability.  

 

 

Figure 4: The nodes A, C and D are able to transmit the signal to other nodes in the network, but at 

node B, the signal terminates –node B is the driver node and the link from A to B is considered as 

critical. 

 

If the communication network was represented as a digraph, the driver nodes are defined as the 

nodes of the network that are not able to transmit the signal coming as an input from the outside 

world into the communication network. By applying the graph theory method of finding the 

maximal matching in the arbitrary graph, the unmatched driver nodes can be determined more 

easily. According to (Murty and Bondy, 2008), the matching in a graph is defined as a set of pairwise 

nonadjacent edges. Two ends of each edge of a matching set are matched under the given matching 



 

 

set and each node incident with an edge from the matching set is said to be covered by the 

matching. Hence, a maximal matching covers as many nodes of a graph as possible. A perfect 

matching covers all nodes of the graph. Perfect matching is not possible for graphs with an odd 

number of nodes, because every matching involves an even number of nodes. The special case 

where matchings were originally investigated in graph theory is that of bipartite graphs (Bondy and 

Murty 2008).  

Maximal matching is a matching that cannot be extended to a larger matching. For the algorithms 

that detect the matchings in the graphs, this is one of the basic preconditions for examining the 

matching in the arbitrary graphs. These algorithms execute in polynomial time. Therefore the 

authors in (Liu et al. 2011) propose to use these algorithms for the detection of driver nodes since 

they can be computed more efficiently than the classic method (exponential time) mentioned 

above. 

We utilized this finding in Paper 2, proposing a method for the construction of bipartite graphs that 

guarantees an easy maximal matching computation – within the social network of E-Learning 

trainees and tutors – whose purpose is to locate the potentially isolated nodes in the network, i.e. to 

find those trainees who could possibly have a low communication level with their tutors. By finding 

such nodes in the network, thanks to the above-mentioned findings in control theory, the observed 

network is getting to be controllable. 

 

2.3. ONTOLOGY 

The term ontology originates from philosophy. It constitutes the study of being (existence, reality) 

and its categories, and the relationships between them (Smith, 2001). However, in computer 

science, the term ontology is defined in the following way (citation of the updated definition of 

ontology for computer science given by Gruber, 2009): 

 

[start citation] 

In the context of computer and information sciences, an ontology defines a set of representational 

primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse. The representational primitives 

are typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and relationships (or relations among class 

members). The definitions of the representational primitives include information about their 

meaning and constraints on their logically consistent application. In the context of database 

systems, ontology can be viewed as a level of abstraction of data models, analogous to hierarchical 

and relational models, but intended for modeling knowledge about individuals, their attributes, and 

their relationships to other individuals. Ontologies are typically specified in languages that allow 

abstraction away from data structures and implementation strategies; in practice, the languages of 



 

 

ontologies are closer in expressive power to first-order logic than languages used to model 

databases. For this reason, ontologies are said to be at the ‘semantic’ level, whereas database 

schema are models of data at the ‘logical’ or ‘physical’ level. Due to their independence from lower 

level data models, ontologies are used for integrating heterogeneous databases, enabling 

interoperability among disparate systems, and specifying interfaces to independent, knowledge-

based services. 

[end citation]  

 

Ontologies are used in numerous research areas, but we need only mention here the methods that 

influenced this work directly. 

 

SEMANTIC SOCIAL NETWORKS 

According to (Mika 2005), semantic social networks can be viewed as a tripartite model of 

ontologies. More precisely, the author in (Mika 2005) adds the social component to the traditional 

ontologies model: the social dimension expressed by actor is added to the model, which is made of 

concepts and instances. This produces the Actor-Concept-Instance model or tripartite model of 

ontologies. The first intended use of this model was the extraction of community-based ontologies 

from websites. However, due to its clarity, this analytical approach influenced several other 

researchers who used the term ‘semantic social networks’ to denote networks where relations 

between people (social networks) and relations between ontologies (ontology networks) are both 

present (Jung and Euzenat 2007). 

 

SEMANTIC SOCIAL NETWORKS AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING 

In the work of (Jung and Euzenat 2007), the tripartite model of ontologies mentioned in the previous 

section is interpreted as a three-layered model consisting of the social, ontology and concept layers. 

However, in that particular work, the authors go a step further and define a metric to measure the 

distance between ontologies and use the distance function for a matching algorithm to find people 

in a social network who use the same, or similar (or, better expressed, close) ontologies and 

measure their affinity.  

 

ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING IN E-LEARNING  



 

 

Ontology networks are defined in the work (d’Aquin et al. 2006) as a collection of ontologies related 

to each other through various relationships. In the work (Pernas et al. 2012) the term ontology 

engineering is viewed as a conceptualization of ontology networks. The authors propose that an 

ontology network for E-Learning should conceptualize the following domains: 

• The student domain: information related to students’ profiles and their preferences as well 

as behavior in an E-Learning environment  

• The learning domain: learning objects and educational material 

• The technological domain: devices used for E-Learning by students and their technological 

environment. 

The authors explain how this conceptualization can be used to adapt the E-Learning setting to the 

context of the learner. The conceptualization of these three domains results in a context ontology 

network. The aim is to help learners obtain learning material that fits the learners’ particular 

situation as much as possible, depending on the learners’ already acquired knowledge and their 

different technological facilities, such as devices used for accessing the E-Learning system 

(smartphone / mobile device vs. computer with high-resolution screen and similar). For this 

purpose, the relations in the context ontology network are explored with the means of SWRL 

(Semantic Web Rule Language, (Horrocks et al. 2004)) in order to define the rules inside the context 

ontology language and assess the current values of instances existing in the network.  

 

In this thesis, we combined the three methods described above. More precisely, we combined the 

semantic social network model (considered as a tripartite ontology model) with the situation-aware 

ontology model for E-Learning, applied to specific E-Learning settings. Our aim was to provide a 

framework for the recommendation of the trainees to each other, to enhance trainee-to-trainee 

collaboration, and to provide the possibility for trainees to ask each other for help, and to help each 

other, if their knowledge levels differed. This approach is described in detail in the Paper 4 in 

Chapter 3. 

 

2.4. STATISTICS 

The following methods, drawn from behavioral statistics, have been used in this piece of research: 

- Checking dependencies between diverse quantifiers with Pearson Product Moment 

Correlation Coefficients (PPMCC) 

- Null-hypothesis testing with t test and chi-square test. 

The main source for the methods in behavioral statistics was the book of (Cohen, 1998). 



 

 

 

PEARSON-PRODUCT-MOMENT-CORRELATION-COEFFICIENTS (PPMCC) 

Behavioral statistic scale according to (Cohen, 1998) is presented in the Table 1. The author argued 

that such a scale is more applicable to social sciences, i.e. that the interpretation depends on 

context and purposes. For example, the correlation of 0.9 can be interpreted as small dependency 

when investigating the results of the verification of a physical law and the accuracy of the results 

provided by some measurement instrument, but the same value can indicate a high dependency 

between two social factors. 

 

Table 1: The scale of interpretation of PPMCC is provided by (Cohen 1998) and commonly used in 

social science experiments.  

Correlation 

(dependency) 

Negative 

PPMCC 

Positive 

PPMCC 

None −0.09 to 0.0 0.0 to 0.09 

Small −0.3 to −0.1 0.1 to 0.3 

Medium −0.5 to −0.3 0.3 to 0.5 

Strong −1.0 to −0.5 0.5 to 1.0 

 

In the experiments in this thesis (in all the papers containing experiments in the Chapter 3), this 

scale of interpretation of PPMCC results was used.    

 

T TESTS 

t tests were used for sample statistic tests in order to evaluate the differences between the average 

learning outcomes of the trainees in different time periods, i.e. before and after applying the 

methods for collaboration between trainees and tutors. We applied this approach in Papers 3 and 4 

as well as in the ‘Final Evaluation’ chapter.  

 

CHI-SQUARE TESTS 



 

 

With chi-square tests we wanted to assess the homogeneity of the learning outcome results, i.e. to 

see the difference in the ‘quality’ of the learning outcomes in the different time periods. Therefore, 

we classified the learning outcomes of the trainees; then we checked with chi-square tests how 

significantly the levels of acquired knowledge (measured by the learning outcome categories) 

differed from each other before, during, and after implementation of the framework presented in 

this thesis. We applied this method in the ‘Final Evaluation’ chapter. 

In both cases, t tests and chi-square tests, we used statistical inference in the following way: if the p-

value was less than .05, the difference between the observed experimental result sets was treated 

as significant. 

All the statistical results provided in this thesis were obtained by using the statistic calculation 

package R (R-Project, 2013). 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3. Papers  

 

 

This chapter contains the main papers that were published during the research work and present 

the results achieved step by step. The papers cover the research questions described in Chapter 1. 

Furthermore, they provide the following. 

- Analysis of the impact of implicit and explicit social networks in the chosen E-Learning 

setting 

- Specification of the framework for collaboration enhancement aiming to improve the 

learning outcomes of the trainees  

- Two add-ons to the E-Learning system that were implemented as a consequence of the 

proposed framework 

- Comparison and analysis of the learning outcomes of the trainees before and after the 

implementation of the framework. 

For each paper, the main objective, applied methods and results are provided in a concise way in 

the sections below.  

 

NOTE ABOUT THE EXPERIMENTS AND SYSTEMS MENTIONED IN THE PAPERS 

All experiments mentioned in the papers were made within the organization where the author was 

employed during the whole research work. The experimental data is fully anonymized in order to 

protect the privacy of the members of the organization and confidentiality requirements of their 

companies. The ICT systems that were part of this research are owned by the organization where 

the author is employed; they were installed, and have been maintained and extended under the 

supervision and leadership of the author, in keeping with the contractual position of the author 

within the organization. The research has been carried out in cooperation with TU Graz. The 

students of TU Graz were supervised by the author and worked intensively on evaluation, 

installation, administration and development of E-Learning system of the organization the author 

works for.  



 

 

 

3.1. PAPER 1: HOW DO SOCIAL NETWORKS INFLUENCE LEARNING 

OUTCOMES? A CASE STUDY IN AN INDUSTRIAL SETTING 

This paper was first published in the proceedings of the IADIS 2011 WWW Internet conference, and 

chosen as one of the best papers for publication in the ITSE (Interactive Technology and Smart 

Education) Journal.  

The theoretical framework for the analysis of implicit social networks of trainees and tutors in 

industrial E-Learning settings, as well as the impact of such networks on the trainees’ learning 

outcome, was investigated in this paper in detail. The findings in this case study were then used in 

further papers extensively. The paper indicated that the utilization of the implicit social networks of 

E-Learning participants was useful and should even be considered mandatory nowadays.  

The methods used in the paper are SNA and PPMCC. In order to relate social network characteristics 

of the trainees with their learning outcomes, the SNA method involving “node degrees” was used 

for quantification. The theoretical framework for the analysis of the impact of the social network 

position and characteristics of the trainees on their learning outcomes was applied within an 

industrial experimental setup. The main findings of this research step were that the PPMCC 

calculation of the relation between social network parameters of the trainees and their learning 

outcomes showed that the common language relation of trainee with other trainees and tutors and 

the communication intensity – as measured by the ingoing and outgoing communication node 

degree of the trainees and their tutor – were positively correlated to the learning outcome.  

The findings indicated to the author that further investigation of the potential of social networks of 

trainees and tutors being used to enhance their collaboration (in order to improve learning 

outcomes) was necessary. 
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How do social networks influence
learning outcomes? A case study

in an industrial setting
Seid Maglajlic
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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this research is to shed light on the impact of implicit social networks to
the learning outcome of e-learning participants in an industrial setting.

Design/methodology/approach – The paper presents a theoretical framework that allows the
authors to measure correlation coefficients between the different affiliations that exist in an organization
and the final learning outcome. The correlation between learning outcome and the communication
intensity in the implicit social network of the e-learning participants is also observed. For the
quantification of the communication intensity and affiliation network position of e-learning
participants, the methods from the graph theory are applied.

Findings – The values of the correlation coefficients between communication intensity and learning
outcome show the significance which motivates the authors for further research on engineering of the
social networks in the e-learning environment.

Research limitations/implications – This case study is performed in an industrial setting.

Practical implications – The results of this case study influence the further development of the
e-learning system that has been used in the experimental setup in this paper, especially the user
management module. The algorithm for matching the trainees with tutors is in development.

Originality/value – The impact analysis of the influence of the social network position of the learner
in e-learning environment by comparing the test results before taking the e-learning course and after
taking the course (learning outcome) is provided by measurements of the correlations between the
social network position and communication intensity of the learner with the learning outcome.

Keywords Implicit social networks, E-learning, Learning outcome, Social networks,
Computer based learning, Learning methods

Paper type Case study

1. Introduction
The goal of this work is to shed more light on the dependencies between the factors
underlying e-learning processes within an organization and the final outcomes of these
processes.

In the research on methods for enhancement of collaboration between distance learners
until now, some useful findings can be recognized: modelling of the users and groups in
e-learning implicitly corresponds to social network modelling and can be utilized as such
(Haythornthwaite, 2005), applying of behavioural laws to community-building when
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organizing the social network units for the collaboration of distance learners is possible
(Wang and Li, 2007), just to mention a few. However, during the investigation of related
research we have recognized the lack of the impact analysis of the applied methods, i.e. we
could not find sufficient indications on how social network based collaboration influenced
the learning outcome of the distance learners.

Thus, in this paper we propose a theoretical framework that measures correlations
between the social context, the communication activities and the improvements of
knowledge of the workforce within a given organization.

In addition to this theoretical framework, the possibility of engineering the social
network with a view to influencing (improving) the learning outcome is investigated.
More precisely, the results of the application of the theoretical framework mentioned
above to the industrial environment are considered useful for modelling the parameters to
be used for the further construction of the social networks in the e-learning environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we present our
theoretical framework. In Section 3 we discuss a case study carried out in an
international railway industry setting and shortly present the dataset and experimental
setup of our empirical analysis. Next, we discuss the case study’s results and their
possible implications. In Section 5 where the implications are discussed, we also provide
a brief introduction to our most accurate research which includes utilization of some of
the findings presented in this case study. Finally, we conclude and provide some
directions for future work.

2. Theoretical framework
2.1 Social context: affiliation networks
In each organization there are numerous implicit social networks. People share interests,
an internal group, competences, language, educational/professional background and so
on. One of the goals of our theoretical framework is to represent, and then analyze such
implicit social networks with respect to their influence on the final learning outcome of
participants in an e-learning process. Implicit social networks are typically represented
as two-mode or affiliation networks (Breiger, 1974). In affiliation networks we have two
types of entities: actors and events (sometimes also called organizations (Wasserman
and Faust, 2009)). These entities are related by links, i.e. by affiliations of the former to
the latter. An explicit social network is then obtained by a one-mode projection of
affiliation networks onto actors (Figure 1). In this process all actors sharing an affiliation
become linked to each other by an undirected link in the one-mode network
(Guillaume and Latapy, 2006).

Figure 1.
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The basic idea here is to capture important affiliations in an organization and model
them as affiliation networks. In the next step, different social networks are obtained by
the one-mode projection of the affiliation networks. We can either select single
affiliations, or any interesting combination of affiliations, to obtain social networks. In
this way we can analyze the influence of single affiliations but also their combined
effects on the learning outcome. For example, let us suppose that we are interested in the
effects of spoken language in a geographically distributed organization. It is to expect
that such a social network in today’s global society will be almost fully connected as the
majority of involved actors will speak a global language, e.g. English. However, if some
of the actors do not speak English they might be disconnected from the network. If this
disconnectedness correlates with a poor learning performance, we might broaden our
analysis by looking for other affiliations that have positive correlations with the learning
outcome. Let us suppose that we find that the business branch has such a positive
correlation. Finally, we can engineer a change in the affiliation networks by suggesting
to the affected actors to affiliate with yet another business branch in order to improve
their chances of a better learning outcome.

Consequently, the influence of the position of an actor in the affiliation network on
communication with other actors in the network is also worth noting. For example, it is
interesting to compare whether the organizational affiliation has more impact on the
communication between actors than the business branch affiliation. Analytical results
(correlation coefficient calculation) might express some unexpected values that can be
used for further engineering of the affiliation networks. Actually, we intend to enhance
the information flow between the actors in the network for a common purpose: the
achievement of a satisfactory learning outcome.

2.2 Communication network
The communication network is modeled in a more straightforward manner than affiliation
networks. This task is also intuitively easier, since we do not need to separate the sets of
actors from the affiliations targets. We define actors as network nodes and information
flow between actors as links between the nodes in the network. Thus, whenever there is
some kind of information flow occurring between actors we connect those two actors by a
link. This network is a directed network – links point from the actor who initiated the
information flow to the actor who received that information. The structure of the
communication network also tells us how efficiently the information has flown between
the actors involved. The basic idea here is, on the one side, to investigate the effects of
communication between actors on their learning outcomes – by measuring correlation
between, e.g. communication intensity and the learning outcome. On the other hand, by
applying the same method of measuring the correlations, one can analyze the dependencies
between the affiliation networks and communication and, accordingly, communication
intensity in the future steps of our research. As we expect communication intensity to
positively correlate with the learning outcome, the goal of the future analysis would be to
identify prerequisites for the improvement of communication between affected actors.

2.3 Learning outcomes
Typically, during an e-learning course, the participants will be tested twice: before they
start the course and after they have completed it. Comparison of the results provides a
simple indication of the learning progress. In our study, we quantified the test results
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by the ratio l, which is the ratio of the points achieved after and before the course.
Finally, we can measure the correlation of this ratio with other figures obtained from
the social networks and the communication network. Our aim here is to identify
promising affiliations and promising communication practices that have a positive
effect on the learning outcome. By considering the learning outcome in our analysis, we
achieve a major milestone in our research: the analysis of the impact of the applied
methods (Maglajlic, 2011).

2.4 Correlation coefficients
The usage of Pearson product-moment correlation (or more simply, the Pearson
correlation) will help us to detect the linear dependency between the characteristics of
the trainees as members of the implicit social network and the learning outcome. In order
to be able to calculate the correlations, the characteristics of actors (i.e. the nodes of the
network) have to be quantified. Therefore, the degrees of the nodes in the networks
(affiliation network and communication network) on one side, and the learning outcome
ratio on the other side are used. Hence, in order to estimate correlations, we apply
the Pearson correlation between the node’s in-degree and the node’s out-degree from the
communication network (or combined node’s degree in the undirected social networks)
and the learning outcome ratio l. Moreover, the Pearson correlation between, e.g. the
node’s degree in a social network obtained by different affiliations and the learning
outcome is interesting for us. Let us denote node’s in-degree and node’s out-degree of the
communication network with d 2 and d þ , respectively. Similarly, we denote the node’s
degree of a particular social network by d(a) where a is the given affiliation used for the
creation of the social network. Then, the Pearson correlation coefficient between, for
example, d(a) and l is defined as below.

The Pearson correlation between d(a) and l:

corrðdðaÞ; l Þ ¼

Pn
i¼1ðdðaÞi 2 dðaÞÞðli 2 lÞ

Pn
i¼1ðdðaÞi 2 ðdðajÞÞ2

Pn
i¼1ðli 2 lÞ2

h i1=2

Now, substituting different affiliations such as spoken language or business branch for
awill provide us with an indication on how a particular affiliation and learning outcome
ratio depend on each other. To calculate the correlation between the out-degree in the
communication network and the learning outcome ratio, we will use the below equation.

The Pearson correlation between d þ and l:

corrðdþ; l Þ ¼

Pn
i¼1 dþi 2 dþ

� �
ðli 2 lÞ

Pn
i¼1 dþi 2 dþ

� �2Pn
i¼1ðli 2 lÞ2

h i1=2

The result of the Pearson correlation coefficient calculation, exactly for this case shown
in equation (1), is further discussed in Section 4.4, since it shows the significance
(existing of the linear dependence) which helps us for further research.

Finally, the Pearson coefficient calculation can also be provided for the affiliations
and out-degree in the communication network. The corresponding equation is shown
below.

Social networks
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The Pearson correlation between d(a) and d þ :

corrðdðaÞ; dþÞ ¼

Pn
i¼1ðdðaÞi 2 dðaÞÞ dþi 2 dþ

� �
Pn

i¼1ðdðaÞi 2 dðaÞÞ2
Pn

i¼1 dþi 2 dþ
� �2

h i1=2

In the same way as described above, different affiliations will have to be substituted for
a during the concrete calculation. Furthermore, the out-degree can be replaced with
in-degree in the formula – in that case the correlation coefficient for affiliations and
in-degree of the communication network will be calculated.

2.5 Summary
To sum up, our theoretical framework can be described as a four-step process:

(1) Identify affiliation networks that are of interest. Represent the affiliation
networks as two-mode networks. Create the social networks as one-mode
projection of affiliation networks using diverse combinations of affiliations.

(2) Obtain the communication network of actors using the information flow as
criteria for linking the actors.

(3) Calculate the learning outcome ratio l for each participant in an e-learning
course.

(4) Calculate correlation coefficients for all interesting combinations of node’s degree
from diverse social networks, in-degree and out-degree from the communication
network and the learning outcome ratio. Compare the correlation coefficients
with each other in order to recognize the relation strength of the particular social
network aspect of the e-learning participants (actors in the network). The analysis
sheds light on the impact of different affiliations and actors’ communication
activity on their final score in the e-learning course. The analysis results provide
an input for engineering of the underlying networks, the final goal being to
improve the learning outcome.

3. Experimental setup
In this section, we introduce our case study, which was carried out in an industrial setting.
We also describe how we applied the above proposed theoretical framework to a practical
situation. We chose an international organization that coordinates the work of the railway
infrastructure companies in Europe. The organization has 38 member companies in
27 different European countries. The customers of the railway infrastructure companies
include more than 100 train operators/train operating companies. The members of this
organization are meant to work together, as an association with a common business
purpose, in order to provide better quality of service for their customers. To this end, the
organization provides several IT tools which are used across the member companies for
the coordination of some of their business processes and to facilitate cooperation.

One of these IT tools has a special focus on train path management and supports the
international path booking process. There are currently 767 users registered for this tool
(their number is growing, with an average two new registered users per week) belonging
to 150 companies (organization members and their customers). Thus, the users belong
basically to two different business branches: the railway infrastructure and train
operating companies. For the purpose of our study, the infrastructure branch can
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be divided further into infrastructure manager activities and path allocation bodies. The
train operating companies can be roughly divided into freight train operators and
passenger train operators.

Due to the fact that the tool supports a rather complex international business
coordination process, users require some training in order to be able to use it. However, it
would be fully unpractical to reach all the users with classic face-to-face training sessions
as their number is growing considerably. Moreover, the users are spread across a vast
geographical area. Therefore, an e-learning system has been implemented and deployed.

An e-learning course containing information on how to use the tool is offered to all
users. This e-learning course contains seven lessons; these describe very precisely the
steps required to be able to make good use of the tool within the business process. Tests
are provided, containing 30 questions; the maximal score is 100 points. All users of the
tool are automatically registered for the e-learning course. The users are advised to take
an examination before and after taking the course. Thanks to this approach,
the improvement ratio can easily be detected. In addition, users from the member
companies are candidates to become certified trainers for the tool. The common
agreement is that an applicant who scores more than 75 percent at the examination
automatically becomes a trainer. Certified trainers then become tutors in the e-learning
course. As a consequence, the e-learning users are divided into tutors and participants.
The participants are assigned to tutors.

Our experiment was conducted with 26 e-learning users from 16 countries. Those
who took part in our experiment speak 17 different languages and belong to 19 different
companies. Among them, there were eight tutors (certified trainers) and 18 e-learning
course trainees.

All of the trainees applied for the certification. Hence, the challenging aim was to
improve their knowledge significantly, so that they could achieve at least 75 percent of
the total score. The trainees had two weeks of time to take the e-learning course after the
first test and at the final session they were required to take the examination. The starting
knowledge, measured by the score at the first test, varied from 61 to 85 percent.
Similarly, the improvement also varied from 1.06 (almost no improvement) to
1.58 (great improvement). Two trainees did not reach the 75 percent mark and an
additional four were under 80 percent, with a low improvement ratio. Investigating the
cause for the weak improvement of these candidates inspired us to carry out this
research, since the social network measurements that were proposed in the previous
chapter show that the position of the participant as an actor in the affiliation network and
his/her characteristics in the corresponding communication network do correlate with
the learning outcome. As we will see later in more detail, the most significant parameter
is the degree of the outgoing communication of the trainee.

3.1 Affiliation networks
We applied the following affiliations to construct the social networks:

. Language. As a natural precondition for communication between actors in a
social network, the language affiliation influences the information flow as well as
the acknowledgment of information received.

. Country. When actors share a geographical location, this intuitively simplifies
communication between them, due to (in most cases) the common language, and
greater opportunities for face-to-face communication.
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. Business branch.Furthermore, the industry branch should not be underestimated –
in some industry branches, participants communicate across national and
organizational borders very intensively due to the business process in which they
participate. Historically, the railway industry has shown this behaviour since the
beginning of international railway traffic – the border-handling business processes
have always been agreed and specified by the particular branch experts in order to
avoid the risk of traffic accidents.

. Organizational unit. Actors belonging to the same organization in most cases use
business-driven communication, especially if they participate in a common
business process.

3.2 Communication network
The communication between tutor and trainee is especially interesting. E-mail
messages between tutors and trainees as well as messages posted in the forum by
tutors and trainees are counted as communication attempts, i.e. information flow. If a
trainee is assigned to a particular tutor, one-way communication from tutor to trainee
is guaranteed. Tutors are required to initiate contact with their trainees, by sending
them an introductory text and an invitation to collaborate. Communication from tutor
to other trainees out of the virtual classroom is also possible, i.e. it is not restricted or
forbidden. Any trainee can, theoretically, contact any tutor in order to get the required
information. Communication in this direction (opposite to the initial flow from tutor to
trainee) is valuable for further analysis. For example, there can be some questions from
the trainee to the tutor in that case, an answer by the tutor increases knowledge
acquisition of the trainee. Also, in some cases the trainee may send an acknowledgment
of the explanation of the tutor, which might also be considered as a positive sign of
knowledge acquisition.

3.3 Learning outcomes
The test results are shown in Table I (the data are anonymized, trainees are denoted by
P , number . and tutors by T , number . ).

The column “before” carries the information about the score (number of points) of the
trainee before taking the course. In the same way, the column “after” carries the score
(number of points) of the trainee after taking the e-learning course. The learning outcome
is measured by the values from column l (the improvement ratio), which is calculated as
the ratio between the scores after and before taking the e-learning course.

3.4 Correlation coefficients
In our study we applied the following correlation coefficient calculations for analysis of
the dependency (i.e. the link) between social network degrees and learning outcome:

. Language affiliation and the learning outcome ratio: corr(d(lang); l ).

. Country affiliation and the learning outcome ratio: corr(d(co); l).

. Business branch affiliation and the learning outcome ratio: corr(d(bb); l).

. Organizational unit and the learning outcome ratio: corr(d(ou); l).

We also measure the following correlations between the in-degree and out-degree in the
communication network and the learning outcome ratio:
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. Communication network in-degree and the learning outcome ratio: corr(d2 ; l).

. Communication network out-degree and the learning outcome ratio: corr(dþ ; l).

Finally, we investigate the correlations between the affiliations and in-degree and
out-degree of the nodes in the communication network:

. Language affiliation and both in-degree and out-degree: corr(d(lang); d2 ) and
corr(d(lang); dþ ).

. Country affiliation and both in-degree and out-degree: corr(d(co); d2 ) and
corr(d(co); dþ ).

. Business branch affiliation and both in-degree and out-degree: corr(d(bb); d2 )
and corr(d(bb); dþ ).

. Organizational unit and both in-degree and out-degree: corr(d(ou); d2 ) and
corr(d(ou); dþ ).

4. Results
4.1 Degrees of affiliation
In Table II, the language, country, organizational unit, and business branch affiliations
are shown, along with the improvement ratio.

The numbers in column d(lang) contain the number of actors from the social
network that speak the same languages as the trainee. In the terms of graph theory, d is
denoting the degree of a node: the number of edges (links) going out from or pointing to
a node (Bondy and Murty, 2008). To clarify it in more detail for our case, we can say
that this is the number of nodes linked to the particular node as the result of the
one-mode projection described in Section 2.1, i.e. by representing the language
affiliation of the nodes in the network as the links between them. The most significant
values are shown for P3 and P4, who have a low d(lang) value and the lowest

Name Before After l Tutored by

P1 85 100 1.176 T1
P2 63 100 1.587 T1
P3 63 67 1.063 T1
P4 61 65 1.066 T1
P5 70 85 1.214 T3
P6 72 85 1.181 T5
P7 81 90 1.111 T2
P8 85 100 1.176 T3
P9 82 95 1.159 T7
P10 70 81 1.157 T4
P11 65 76 1.169 T7
P12 70 76 1.086 T3
P13 72 85 1.181 T2
P14 74 77 1.041 T3
P15 65 91 1.4 T8
P16 66 79 1.197 T6
P17 73 90 1.233 T5
P18 80 100 1.25 T8

Table I.
Test results
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improvement ratio. Other values, d(c), d(ou), and d(bb) compared to the improvement
ratio, are not showing such an obvious result which could lead us to some intuitive
conclusion, i.e. they do not show significant dependencies that would have obvious
implications. In other words, we cannot conclude that the trainees that belong to the
same organizational unit or country as several others are achieving better results on
the testing in our experiment.

4.2 In-degree and out-degree
Table III shows the information about in-degree, out-degree and improvement ratio of all
actors in the experimental network (trainees denoted by P , number . and tutors
denoted by T , number . ). In-degree (ingoing communication intensity for a node in
the communication network, i.e. the number of the directed links from other nodes to the
particular one) is denoted by d 2 and out-degree (the number of outgoing links from the
node in the communication network) is denoted by d þ . The right-most column carries
the information about the improvement ratio l of the particular trainee. Clearly, the
improvement ratio is skipped for the tutors, since they have not been tested in this
experiment.

Similarly as concluded for the d(lang) and the participants P3 and P4 in Table II, the
improvement ratio is the lowest as their out-degree is 0. More precisely, the trainees
with the lowest communication intensity have achieved the weakest results on the tests
after taking the e-learning course in our experiment. The correlation calculation results

Name d(lang) d(c) d(ou) d(bb) l

T1 23 1 1 20
P1 16 2 2 20 1.176
P2 16 2 2 20 1.587
P3 1 2 2 20 1.063
P4 1 2 2 3 1.066
P5 22 1 1 3 1.214
P6 21 2 2 20 1.181
T2 23 3 3 20
P7 1 3 3 20 1.111
T3 23 2 1 20
P8 15 1 1 20 1.176
P9 18 1 1 1 1.159
P10 1 2 2 20 1.157
T4 6 2 2 20
P11 1 1 1 20 1.169
P12 5 2 2 20 1.086
P13 3 3 3 20 1.181
P14 16 2 2 20 1.041
T5 25 2 2 20
T6 23 2 1 20
P15 15 1 1 20 1.4
T7 25 1 1 20
P16 16 2 1 1 1.197
P17 18 1 1 3 1.233
T8 22 2 1 20
P18 22 2 2 20 1.25

Table II.
Affiliation degrees and
learning outcome
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which are presented in Section 4.4 containing the final comparison lead us to this
conclusion.

4.3 Affiliation and communication
In Table IV, we cross-check the correlations between degree of affiliation and
communication intensity of the actors. More precisely, we investigate whether a linear
dependency exists between the position of the actor in the affiliation social network
and her/his communication during the course.

We see in Table IV (in the rows 1 and 2) that the language affiliation possesses the
highest correlation coefficient with communication in-degree and out-degree. These
correlation coefficients will be compared with the coefficients calculated with learning
outcome in Section 4.4.1.

Name d 2 d þ l

T1 6 10
P1 4 3 1.176
P2 4 3 1.587
P3 1 0 1.063
P4 1 0 1.066
P5 3 2 1.214
P6 1 1 1.181
T2 4 6
P7 4 3 1.111
T3 5 9
P8 4 3 1.176
P9 4 3 1.159
P10 3 2 1.157
T4 2 3
P11 1 1 1.169
P12 1 0 1.086
P13 2 1 1.181
P14 1 0 1.041
T5 4 5
T6 2 3
P15 4 3 1.4
T7 4 5
P16 3 2 1.197
P17 4 3 1.233
T8 6 8
P18 4 3 1.25

Table III.
In-degree and out-degree

1 corr(d(lang); d 2 ) 0.31359
2 corr(d(lang); d þ ) 0.33806
3 corr(d(ou); d2 ) 20.15255
4 corr(d(ou); dþ ) 20.18847
5 corr(d(co); d2 ) 20.12495
6 corr(d(co); dþ ) 20.16084
7 corr(d(bb); d2 ) 20.14022
8 corr(d(bb); dþ ) 20.09647

Table IV.
Degree of affiliation and

communication in-degree
and out-degree
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4.4 Final comparison
The final results of the experiment, including the correlation calculations with the
learning outcome, are shown in Table V.

On the basis of the results shown in Table V, we may conclude the following:

(1) In total, 16 trainees out of 18 have successfully passed the certification test. These
16 participants are, therefore, candidates to become future tutors in the e-learning
system. They are also the key persons in their companies to spread knowledge
on how to use the tool efficiently to enhance the common business process.

(2) The average improvement figure, l, signifies a general knowledge improvement of
the group of almost 20 percent.

(3) The correlation between language affiliation degree of the trainees and their
knowledge improvement testifies to the significant level of linear dependency
between these two parameters. Hence, the language affiliation of the participants
does have an influence on the results. Referring to Cohen (1988), the correlation
coefficient value given in (3) can be seen as a medium correlation.

(4 and 5) The correlation coefficient between organization and country affiliation on the
one side, and the improvement ratio on the other side, does not lead us to conclude
that organizational or geographical affiliation influences the results much.

(6) Since the correlation coefficient between branch affiliation and knowledge
improvement is near 0, we can say that these two parameters are rather
independent, but still positively correlated.

(7 and 8) The most significant parameters showing the highest linear dependency level
with knowledge improvement are the ingoing and outgoing degree of the actors in
the communication network. According to Cohen (1988), as this correlation has the
value greater than 0.5, it can be, therefore, seen as a strong correlation.

4.4.1 Comparison of affiliation-communication correlations and effect size. In Table VI
we provide the coefficient of determination calculation: if we denote the result of
correlation coefficient calculation with r and call it effect size (Cohen, 1988), the
coefficient of determination (Steel and Torrie, 1960) is calculated as the square of r, i.e. r 2.
Let us briefly check the results shown in Table VI and stress an interesting finding: the
coefficient of determination r 2 calculated from the correlation coefficient for the business
branch and communication out-degree (0.00931) is close to the value of the coefficient of
determination of the correlation between degree of business branch affiliation
and the learning outcome (0.00708). We compare these two values, because the analysis
in the previous section has shown that out-degree of the communication network has the

1 Successful examination (.75 percent score) 16/18
2 Average improvement ratio (l ) 1.19149
3 corr(d(lang); l ) 0.40947
4 corr(d(ou); l) 20.20354
5 corr(d(co); l) 20.2043
6 corr(d(bb); l) 0.08412
7 corr(d2 ; l) 0.55585
8 corr(dþ ; l) 0.59494

Table V.
Final comparison
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strong (actually, the strongest among other observed parameters) correlation with the
learning outcome. On the other hand, the coefficient of determination of the correlation
coefficient for the business branch and communication in-degree (the second strong
correlation) shows a significant slope compared to the value of the coefficient of
determination of the correlation coefficient between degree of business branch affiliation
and the learning outcome (from 0.00708 to 0.01966). Thus, the stability of the correlation
coefficient for this particular affiliation on one side and significant increase of the
coefficient of determination on the other side will help us in further research with
choosing the parameters for a further social network engineering designed to improve
the learning outcome of the trainees. We will further discuss the implication of this
phenomenon in Section 5.

Other affiliation-communication correlations (those between country/organization
affiliation and communication intensity) do not show the significance that would lead us to
such an interesting finding as it was the case with the business branch affiliation. Their
effect sizes differ from those of the correlation coefficients between affiliations and learning
outcome more than the effect size values of business branch correlation with out-degree and
business branch correlation with learning outcome. The absolute values of the correlation
coefficients of country and organization affiliation and in-degree and out-degree are lower
than the absolute values of the correlation coefficients of country and organization
affiliation and the learning outcome. Therefore, the affiliation-communication correlations
for country and organization affiliation are less interesting for further discussion than the
correlation coefficients related to business branch affiliation.

5. Implications
According to the results of our research, the next stage for the improvement of
knowledge about e-learning could be defining actions designed to improve communication
in the social network. The problem that was detected can be depicted as follows: the actors
in the social network with a low degree of communication intensity, as measured by the
outgoing node degree, have scored weaker results on the tests compared with the trainees
with a higher node and affiliation degree. The early prediction of potentially poorly
connected trainees would be useful from the analytical point of view. As we have already

Correlation r r 2

corr(d(lang); l ) 0.40947 0.16767
corr(d(ou); l) 20.20354 0.04143
corr(d(co); l) 20.2043 0.04174
corr(d(bb); l) 0.08412 0.00708
corr(d2 ; l) 0.55585 0.30897
corr(dþ ; l) 0.59494 0.35395
corr(d(lang); d 2 ) 0.31359 0.09834
corr(d(lang); d þ ) 0.33806 0.11428
corr(d(ou); d2 ) 20.15255 0.02327
corr(d(ou); dþ ) 20.18847 0.03552
corr(d(co); d2 ) 20.12495 0.01561
corr(d(co); dþ ) 20.16084 0.02587
corr(d(bb); d2 ) 20.14022 0.01966
corr(d(bb); dþ ) 20.09647 0.00931

Table VI.
Effect size coefficient

of determination
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mentioned in Section 2.2, the measurement of correlation between the affiliation degree
(d(a)) and the communication intensity (d 2 and d þ ) will help us to see which affiliation has
a significant correlation with the communication intensity. Hence we have provided the
correlation coefficient calculation between affiliations and communication intensity in
Section 4.3 and we have stressed the finding derived from this observation: the correlation
coefficient of one of the affiliations remains stable both as regards learning outcome and
communication out-degree (the parameter which is strongly correlated with learning
outcome). Technically speaking, it could be managed by applying a checking procedure of
the trainees’ connectivity at an early stage, i.e. during the creation of the trainee’s profile in
the e-learning system and the assignment of the trainee to a particular tutor and/or virtual
classroom, the affiliation with the strong correlation to communication intensity from the
previous experiments can be used as assignment criterion. As we have seen in Section 4.3
and mentioned in Section 4.4.1, the correlations that are interesting for such a checking
procedure are language and business branch affiliation: language affiliation because it has
the highest correlation coefficient; business branch affiliation because it has a stable
behaviour compared to its correlation coefficient value, as calculated with the learning
outcome. Hence, such a checking procedure encourages us to make further investigations.
The preconditions for its implementation are:

. the e-learning users model has to be implemented as a social network model;

. the social network model has to be built according to the affiliation network
rules;

. the social network model has to provide the possibility for an initial setup of the
communication network between participants and tutors; and

. an algorithm has to be designed that considers the trainees’ affiliations and
purposes, according to their parameters in the affiliation network, their position
in the communication network (assignment to the tutor/virtual classroom).

In our latest research (Maglajlic, 2012) we have proposed such an algorithm for
connecting trainees and tutors upon the matching criteria derived from the social
network positions of both trainee and tutor. For that purpose, with the strong relation to
the results of the research presented in this paper, we have proposed the following
matching categories:

. Language. Since the language affiliation has the strongest correlation among all
observed affiliations with both learning outcome and communication intensity, as
shown in Sections 4.4 and 4.3, we have weighted this category with the highest value.

. Business branch. Due to its stable correlation coefficient value for both
communication out-degree and learning outcome, as well as the significant slope
of the effect size (coefficient of determination) of the correlation coefficient between
this affiliation and the communication in-degree we have weighted this category
with the higher value than two remaining categories: organization and country.
The increase of the effect size of correlation coefficient between business branch
and communication in-degree indicated us that this particular affiliation increases
communication intentions between trainees and tutors, which is very positive if
we consider the results of the research given in this paper.

. Organization and country. These two categories are used as a good alternative to
the business branch matching.
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The categories described above are aimed to be used by the matching algorithm which
is applied when a new trainee joins the e-learning environment. The algorithm tries to
find the tutor for the trainee that suits the best according to the matching criteria defined
by the weighting of the categories given above. The resulting network trainees and
tutors is the consequence of the proposed social network engineering approach.

6. Conclusion
Thanks to the implications of the study results described above, the problem which
will be the focus of our further research has been detected. We propose the following
research agenda:

. Establish an algorithm to detect candidates that can, potentially, experience less
knowledge improvement than other trainees, according to their parameters and
their position in the social network, and to propose a placement in a “better”
position in the network. We have already started the implementation towards
this aim in the work (Maglajlic, 2012).

. Investigate the possibility of integrating such an algorithm into the user
management module of e-learning software platforms.

The analysis of algorithms that may be applied in such a case leads us to the further
investigation of the correlations between the parameters in the social network model –
including the affiliation network’s and communication network’s key indicators. The
aim of this analysis would be to find the indicators that help increase communication
intensity. After such indicators have been detected, the algorithm may take them into
consideration, as we have described in the previous section, when proposing the
participant’s position in the social network model of the e-learning system users’
management. The results of the proposed research could help to improve the knowledge
of e-learning participants in an industry setting, the implications of this being: a less
expensive learning process in industry settings, bringing a clear benefit to the industry.
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This paper was presented at the IEEE ICALT 2012 conference in Rome, July 2012, and published in 

the conference proceedings. It describes a social network engineering concept for the construction 

of tutored groups of trainees by taking the concordance between tutor and trainees into account. It 

explains the matching algorithm that was implemented as an add-on to the E-Learning system and 

helps potentially weak trainees to be placed in the tutored group where they can be tutored more 

easily, since their social network background is considered to be similar to that of the tutor. This 

add-on is the first module that was deployed in the chosen E-Learning system according to the 

framework set by this research. The second add-on is described in detail in the Paper 4. 
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Abstract— In our previous research we focused on the analysis 
and further utilization of social networks for E-Learning in 
industrial settings. The existence of implicit social networks in 
E-Learning setups has been investigated [4], [5], demonstrated 
[9], [14] and used [12], [13]. We started investigating the 
influence of the social network position of a trainee / trainer 
(tutor) in E-Learning in [9], [12]. In the research provided in 
[12], some light was shed on the dependencies between the 
factors underlying E-Learning processes within an 
organization and the final outcomes of these processes. A 
theoretical framework for measuring correlations between the 
social context, communication and knowledge improvements of 
the trainees in an industrial environment was proposed. The 
analysis in [12] shows that enhancement of the communication 
between tutors and trainees within the social network is 
recommended in order to improve the learning outcome. For 
this purpose, we investigate how experiences gained elsewhere 
with applied control theory could be used in our industrial 
setting. 

Key words: E-Learning; social network controllability 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The construction of the communication network for the 

purpose of improving cooperation between tutors and 
trainees has to be optimized. The difficulty is that the 
implicit affiliation networks which are naturally formed by 
E-Learning participants have to be re-constructed (i.e. re-
engineered) so that the resulting communication network is 
efficient. Efficiency of the communication network in our 
particular case means that the tutors and the trainees have 
communicated sufficiently, and that the learning outcome 
shows a significant improvement of the knowledge of the 
trainees. Therefore, we need additional means which help us 
for this purpose. Control theory offers an approach which 
supports our idea: essentially, control theory contends that an 
object of observation is controllable if it can be manipulated 
to change its state from the initial to the desired one [1]. 
Furthermore, the applied control theory used in engineering 
defines controllability as the ability to transfer the system 
state from one state to another with an appropriate input in 
the finite time [2]. Applied to our situation, the 
controllability method should help us to construct the 
affiliation networks of our E-Learning participants so that the 
communication between trainees and trainers / tutors is 

enhanced – to transform our initial affiliation network into an 
efficient communication network. 

II. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS 
We have recognized in our research until now that 

trainees whose position (trainees’ node degree in the graph 
representing the particular social network) in the 
communication network is "low" are likely to achieve weak 
results in the learning outcome. Therefore, the early 
prediction of such problematic nodes in the network and 
early prevention, i.e. putting such trainees into the tutored 
groups according to their most significant affiliations (as 
recognized for our purpose so far), is the topic of this paper. 
Intuitively, the matching of the trainee node with the tutored 
group according to its characteristic affiliations has to be 
applied. The matching in the social network represented by 
the graph [15] can be done according to the well-known, 
useful algorithms for matching in the arbitrary graph [3]. In 
our case, applying the matching algorithms is even more 
simple, the tutored groups and the trainees forming a 
bipartite graph that represents the affiliation network. 

Furthermore, a closer investigation shows similarities 
with the controllability of complex networks approach [8], 
since this approach also utilizes matching algorithms in order 
to investigate the controllability of the networks. We show in 
this research paper that controllability enhancement methods 
are also useful in the case of E-Learning, especially when 
dealing with a complex industrial environment. 

III. RELATED WORK 
The controllability of complex networks has been 

investigated in several research areas, however, the research 
that we would like to emphasize here was carried out by Liu 
et al. in [8]. It focused on applying matching algorithms to 
arbitrary graphs that provide the possibility to control a 
particular network in an efficient way. If the number of 
maximum matchings in the network increases, the number 
of so-called driver nodes, which are used to control the 
information flow through the network, tends to be 
minimized.  

Applied to our case, this means that the communication 
network resulting from E-Learning course participation can 
be more efficient if the affiliation network for the grouping 
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of participants into tutored groups is made under the rule of 
maximal matching in a graph. Since the affiliation network 
forms a bipartite graph, the existence of maximum matching 
is guaranteed. Our research differs from other research in 
this field because it is not limited to either organizing E-
Learning participants in virtual classrooms or grouping the 
participants into implicit social networks [4]. Even research 
attempts that investigate grouping E-Learning participants 
into social networks according to some behavioral rule [6] 
differ from our approach because they fail to investigate 
whether the learning outcome is improved [11].  

Applying a matching algorithm to prevent the isolation of 
trainees with potentially weak results – by putting the 
particular trainee node into the corresponding tutored group 
– is one step beyond the research carried out until now in the 
E-Learning field on the influence of social networks. Our 
specific approach is called "engineering social networks" by 
using the controllability method. 

IV. RESEARCH METHOD 
The research presented in this paper follows the research 
agenda that we proposed in our previous work [12]. It 
investigates the best way to implement the algorithm for 
matching trainees with their appropriate tutors and groups. 
The implicit social network of the E-Learning participants is 
given as follows: 

1) Affiliation networks: 
a) Language affiliation 
b) Business branch (industry sector) affiliation 
c) Geographical affiliation (country) 
d) Organisational affiliation 

2) Communication network: This network is formed as a 
result of the communication between trainees and tutors. It 
emerges during the E-Learning course. 

3) The new network: We add a third network, which is 
also an affiliation network (as indicated by its structure), but 
is actually the result of the engineering of the affiliation 
networks given in 1). This network is represented by the 
bipartite graph composed of the tutored group of 
participants on the one side, and trainees on the other side 
(Figure 1). 
 

Figure 1.  Bipartite gpaph of trainees and corresponding tutored groups. 

 To each tutored group, a trainer (tutor) is assigned. 
Within the tutored group, the graph has a so-called "star" 
structure – all nodes in the group are linked to the tutor 
(Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2.  “Star” structure in the group. 

Depending on the number of course participants, the 
way to group the trainees into balanced groups is modelled. 

In this paper, we focus on the construction of the third, 
new network. Its construction is the result of applying the 
matching algorithm to the given bipartite graph. The links 
that are processed during the matching are the language, 
branch, country and organizational affiliation links, taking 
into account the categorization described in the next section. 
The target nodes for matching are the new trainees who 
have not yet been assigned to a tutored group. As regards 
the characteristics of the tutored group, the affiliations of the 
tutor are considered. They are compared with those of the 
trainee to detect their concordance. As regards the 
categorization of the affiliation, we have decided to give 
more weight to the language and branch affiliations since 
our experimental results in [12] have indicated that these 
affiliations are correlated with the learning outcome more 
strongly than others. 

B. Matching Method 
The matching categories are listed in the table below. 

TABLE I.  MATCHING CATEGORIES 

Cat. 
No. 

Categorization 
Category Relation Description 

1 Spoken langauge n:m A trainee may speak 
one or more languages 

2 Business branches n:m 

A trainee may have 
expertise in one or 

more of the business 
branches 

3 Country n:1 A trainee lives/works 
in a single country 

4 Organizational Unit 1 
Free text containing the 
organizational unit  the 

trainee works for 
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C. Matching algorithm 
Each trainee is individually matched. The trainee is 

matched against all trainers in the system and is assigned to 
the candidate with the highest concordance. 

1) Calculate concordance individually for each 
category  

2) Compute the score for each of those categories by 
considering their weights 

3) Sum up the scores 
4) Assign the trainee to the tutor with the highest score 
5) If the tutor already has 20 participants in the tutored 

group, his/her node is excluded from the matching 
 

D. Calculating concordance (single category) 
The concordance is calculated with the formula (1).  
 

 Cj= |li|·wc . (1) 

Where Cj denotes concordance, |li| the number of links 
between j-th tutor and i-th trainee (for i=1,..,n, where n is the 
number of trainees, and j=1,..,m, where m is the number of 
tutors), and wc the weight of category, defined in the next 
section. 

E. Weighting 
Each category is weighted differently, since it is more 

important for some categories to be concordant than for 
others.  The most important attribute of concordance is the 
language, followed by branches. The weight is calculated 
upon the correlation coefficients given as a result of our 
previous research paper [12]. We will briefly mention the 
methods that were used in [12] and provide the short 
overview of the results. We calculated Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients (PPMCC) between 
quantified characteristics of trainees’ nodes in the network 
(trainees’ node degree) and the learning outcome ratio (the 
ratio between the test results of the trainee before and after 
taking the E-Learning course). This told us about the existing 
of a linear dependence between trainees’ positions in the 
network and their learning outcomes. In the experiment, we 
investigated the learning outcomes of 18 trainees tutored by 
8 tutors. The trainees made an assessment before and after 
taking the E-Learning course. The aim was to reach the score 
of 75% or above. The ratio between the test result after the 
course and before the course was used as the learning 
improvement indicator (the learning outcome ratio). This 
indicator varied from 1.041 to 1.587, having an average of 
1.191. An interesting fact was detected: 16 of 18 trainees 
scored 75% and above. The two trainees with the weakest 
test results also had the lowest learning outcome ratio (1.063 
and 1.066) and, more importantly, 0 node degree in the 
outbound communication network, i.e. these trainees were 
not communicating with the tutor. After the calculation of 
PPMCCs, the following could be noted: between the 
affiliation networks, the language affiliation (number of 
commonly spoken languages of a trainee) had the highest 

coefficient of 0.408. The highest correlation coefficient of all 
networks with the learning outcome ratio was the one 
calculated for the outbound communication network node 
degree of trainees: 0.595   

Since language affiliation had a correlation coefficient 
with the learning outcome of 0.408, and business branch 
affiliation was correlated with the coefficient of 0.084, their 
ratio (correlation coefficient of language affiliation divided 
by correlation coefficient of business branch affiliation) is 
4.857, rounded to 5 to keep it simple for further calculation. 
Country (geographical affiliation) and organizational unit 
(organizational affiliation) are less correlated than the above 
two, but are included with a weight of 1 – for the cases 
where the first priority criteria (the first two categories) do 
not match. 

TABLE II.  WEIGHTING OF  CATEGORIES 

Weighting 
Category Weight  

Langauge 10  

Business branch 2  

Country 1  

Organizational Unit 1  

V. PRACTICAL SETUP 
In the industrial environment for the E-Learning system 

that we are observing [10], [9], the implicit social network 
has already been formed. Our next step is the 
implementation of the algorithm for the appropriate 
matching of trainees with tutored groups in the environment 
mentioned above.  

A. Example 
The example is given from the railway industry where 

business branches are denoted with: 
• P = passenger traffic 
• C = freight traffic (C for cargo) 
• I = infrastructure 
RCA (RailCargo Austria), SZ-Infrastructure (Slovenske 

železnice - Infrastruktura) and ÖBB-Infrastructure 
(Österreichische Bundesbahn Infrastrukturbetrieb) are the 
names of the particular companies used for the example. 

TABLE III.  EXAMPLE SITUATION 

Category 
Given 

Trainee Tutor1 Tutor2 

Spoken 
language 

German, 
English 

English, 
Slovenia
n, Italian 

German, English, 
French 

Business 
branches C, I P, C, I P, I 

Country Austria Slovenia Austria 

Organizationa
l Unit RCA 

SZ-
Infrastruc

ture 
ÖBB-Infrastructure 
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The concordances of affiliations between the trainee and 
the two tutors is shown in the next two tables,where they can 
be compared. Concordance is calculated according to the 
formula (1), per category. 

TABLE IV.  SCORES FOR CONCORDANCE WITH TUTOR1 

Category 
Trainee vs. Tutor 1 

Concordance Weight Score 

Spoken language 1x10 10 10 

Business branches 2x2 2 4 

Country 0 1 0 

Organizational 
Unit 

0 1 0 

Total score   14 

TABLE V.  SCORES FOR CONCORDANCE WITH TUTOR2 

Category 
Trainee vs. Tutor 1 

Concordance Weight Score 

Spoken language 2x10 10 20 

Business branches 1x2 2 2 

Country 1 1 1 

Organizational 
Unit 

0 1 0 

Total score   23 

 
In the example above, the Trainee is assigned to Tutor 2, 

according to the criteria given for the matching. However, if 
Tutor 2 is “saturated”, i.e. his group already has 20 
participants, Tutor 1 can still be used, if he/she is still not 
“saturated”. If the new trainee node remains unmatched 
according to the criteria named above, an early recognition 
of the trainee with a potentially weak learning outcome is 
carried out. 

B. Evaluation Results 
This particular algorithm is applied “in the background” 

when assigning a trainee to the tutored group in the system. 
We have recently started applying this approach to the 
system that we are observing, thus this is work in progress. 
For the time being, the results show a significant 
enhancement of the learning outcome of the trainees 
compared to the previous time period.  

TABLE VI.  LEARNING OUTCOME PROGRESS 

Time 
period 

  

Number of 
tests 

Using 
tutoring 

Using 
tutored 
group 

matching  

Average 
learning 
outcome 

Apr 2009 – 
Oct 2009 

8 No No 55% 

Jan 2010 – 
Aug 2011 

91 Yes No  81% 

Sept 2011 – 
Jan 2012 

70 Yes Yes  88% 

 

The learning outcome is measured on the test score of the 
trainees, given in percent. In Table VI we provide a 
comparison of the average learning outcomes (i.e. average 
test scores) at different periods of time, and using different 
E-Learning tutorship methods. In the beginning (from April 
2009 to October 2009) no tutorship was provided. The 
trainees were supposed to prepare for the face-to-face 
training by reading the learning material in the E-Learning 
environment. The result was alarming, and it incited us to 
provide tutorship. In the year 2010 we coached 8 certified 
trainers (tutors) – these were former trainees with a test score 
greater than 75%. The new trainees were assigned to the 
tutors without any specific rule, simply following a personal 
decision by the E-Learning administrator. The average 
results were improved; however, there were still some 
trainees with weak results. In Table VII we show a 
comparison of the weakest test scores and the test results 
under the “watermark” of 75% between two “tutored” 
periods with different tutorship approaches. 

TABLE VII.  COMPARISON OF “WEAK” RESULTS 

Time 
period 

  

Number of 
tests 

Weakest 
score 

achieved 
by a 

trainee (in 
percent) 

Number of 
tests with a 
score under 

75% 

Number of 
tests with a 

score 
under 75% 
in percent 

Jan 2010 – 
Aug 2011 

91 25% 27  29,67% 

Sept 2011 – 
Jan 2012 

70 33% 13  18,57% 

 
The investigation in [12] motivated us to implement the 

trainee – tutored group matching approach described in this 
paper. The main objective has been achieved: the average 
value of learning outcomes has increased, as shown in Table 
VI. Thanks to this new approach, the trainees are able to 
achieve better test results, i.e. to learn more from the 
particular E-Learning material by utilizing their position in 
the social network or, in other words, by putting them into 
the appropriate position in the network produced by the 
trainee – tutored group matching process. However, an 
interesting discovery was made, which has led us to change 
some of the quantifiers we used for the PPMCC calculation 
in [12] to investigate the dependencies between the position 
of the trainees in the communication network and their 
learning outcomes. We used there the trainees’ outgoing 
communication node degree (the number of directed links 
from the trainee to the tutor in the communication network, 
when the network is represented by a directed graph). For 
that purpose, we counted the communication attempts of the 
trainee with the tutor (emails, forum entries directed to the 
tutor). However, a precise investigation of the behavior of 
trainees in the new network setup showed fewer 
communication attempts by the trainee directed to the tutor, 
compared to the number of communication attempts in the 
experimental setup given in [12]. In Table VIII we compare 
the average value of outgoing degree of the trainee as a node 
in the communication network in [12], which was calculated 
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for a sample containing 18 trainees, with a sample of the 
same size taken out from the results provided in the latest 
time period (September 2011 to January 2012).   

TABLE VIII.  COMMUNICATION ATTEMPTS COMPARISON 

Time 
period 

 
Sample of 
trainees 
(trainee 
count) 

Tutored 
groups 

Count of communication 
attempts pro trainee 

(average)  

Jan 2010 – 
Aug 2011 

18 0 1,8  

Sept 2011 – 
Jan 2012 

18 6 0,5  

 
Intuitively, the following explanation for this 

phenomenon can be provided: the trainees are now grouped 
into tutored groups where they have direct access to the 
common forum “hosted” by the tutor, targeted to the trainees 
with similar (concordant!) characteristics. One entry in the 
forum by one trainee is handled by the tutor and the feedback 
is evaluated by the targeted group. Hence, the whole group 
benefits from a single communication attempt by one of the 
group’s members. This decreases the outgoing 
communication node degree of the trainee without damaging 
the learning outcome. Nevertheless, forum participation is 
the precondition for getting the appropriate information. 
Therefore, the new parameter for correlation calculation 
should be attendance at the forum (confirmation of receiving 
the information / tutor feedback); this should replace the 
outgoing communication node degree parameter.   

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The controllability of complex networks approach can be 

applied to E-Learning social network setups of trainees and 
trainers/tutors affiliation networks. This is not without 
consequences – the results of the training can thereby be 
influenced. Beyond showing that controllability methods are 
useful for our research, we will continue in the following 
direction: generalizing the matching approach and matching 
criteria. That is to say, if the learning outcome shows that 
some parameters are more significant than others, we will 
use them as criteria for matching (weighting the graph). 
Additionally, the early prediction of weak results through 
regression analysis [7] by using the affiliation and 
communication network (or, more recently, the activity in 
the tutored group, such as attendance at the corresponding 
forum, as mentioned in the previous section) correlation to 
the learning outcome as prediction coefficients should be 
investigated. Early prevention (through the application of the 
matching to the social network) can also be achieved after 
investigation of the behavior of the prediction coefficients in 
the regression analysis.  If the regression analysis shows that 
there are better indicators/predictors, we can take these over 
in the weighting and matching. If new predictors do not 
deviate much from the average score, we can continue using 

them for the matching. This will be the next step of our 
research. 
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3.3. PAPER 3: EFFICIENCY IN E-LEARNING: CAN LEARNING 

OUTCOMES BE IMPROVED BY USING SOCIAL NETWORKS OF 

TRAINEES AND TUTORS? 

 

This paper was presented at the IEEE ICL 2012 conference in Villach, September 2012 and published 

under the same title in the proceedings. In October 2012 the first author was invited to extend the 

paper and submit the extended version to Addleton Academic Publishers Journal. It is the extended 

version that is provided in this thesis.  

In this paper we realized that the social network engineering method for the construction of 

tutored groups – that relied on the concordance of the social network parameters of tutors and 

trainees – only partially succeeded in enhancing collaboration between E-Learning participants. It 

provided a static method for the detection of potentially weak trainees and for placing them into 

the corresponding social network – where such trainees could be tutored more efficiently. After an 

evaluation of the experimental data, we noted that the trainees who had participated in the tutored 

group programme enjoyed slightly better learning outcomes than the trainees who were tutored in 

the “old” way (as originally provided by the E-Learning system). However, the trainees who did not 

participate in the tutored group had a very weak learning performance. These comparisons were 

made by using the statistical t tests.  

These results indicated us to that a dynamic method for the detection of potentially weak trainees 

during the E-Learning course needed to be invented. For this purpose – discovering alternative ways 

to increase collaboration – we examined the other SNA methods that could be used. We proposed 

to extend our SNA methods to the following items: 

- Recognition of cliques  

- Checking centrality 

- Checking density. 

We applied the PPMCC calculation to these new SNA quantifiers and evaluated the correlation 

between them and the learning outcomes of the trainees. The main findings were as follows:  

- The cliques are automatically created through the construction of tutored groups in the 

observed social network  

- PPMCC of density of the tutored group has a medium correlation with the learning outcome 

of the trainees of the group, therefore it can be used for the dynamic detection of the 

tutored groups that contain trainees with a potentially weak learning outcome. 
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ABSTRACT. This article investigates improvements in the learning performance of 

trainees involved in an E-Learning programme in an industrial setting. To measure 

efficiency in E-Learning, our research develops a learning improvement indicator, 

defined as the difference in the learning outcome of a trainee before and after a 

certain period of time. The learning outcome, concretely, is measured by the test 

results of the trainees. In this regard, the test results should be evaluated both before 

and after taking the E-Learning course and / or before and after applying a specific 

action in the E-Learning environment. The experimental results in our industrial 

setting have indicated that there is room for improvement in the trainees’ learning 

outcomes. We investigated the social networks that are implicitly formed by 

trainees and trainers in the E-Learning environment. The position of the trainee in 

these implicit social networks of the E-Learning setup proves to be correlated with 

the learning outcome. Methods that can improve the learning outcome by using the 

implicit social networks of trainees and tutors, as well as using social network 

engineering in order to influence the learning outcome - by placing the trainee in 

the appropriate position in the social network (i.e. by ‘manipulating’ the social 

network) – are currently being investigated. In this research we provide an 

overview of the results gathered until now and propose a framework for future 

discussion.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The efficiency of E-Learning has been a topic of research for some time 

already. Several related aspects have been investigated such as: cognitive 

load theory (Clark et al., 2006), rapid dynamic assessment (Kaluga and 
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Sweller, 2005), and adaptive and collaborative learning (Ruiz et al., 2006), 

to name just a few. For our research purposes, efficiency in collaborative 

learning is especially interesting. The idea of collaborative learning in an 

E-Learning setting has also been recognized by some authors as a field 

where social network analysis (SNA) has its place (see (Haythornthwaite, 

2005, Chati et al., 2007)). In our related research (Maglajlic et al., 2010) 

we applied the social network analysis approach to a setup of E-Learners in 

an industrial environment.  

The history of the problem that we focus on in our research is as 

follows. The users of the E-Learning system that we are observing are not 

students from school or university. They are employees of several 

companies geographically distributed across Europe. They are supposed to 

participate in a new business process and to employ a completely new 

workflow support tool that they are not used to.  

Teaching such E-Learning participants is a new challenge compared to 

teaching students in a classic educational environment. Discussion between 

students and teacher in the (virtual) classroom is quite a natural thing, as 

well as the utilization of discussion results leading to improved learning. 

However, in an industrial setting, collaboration between E-Learning 

participants cannot be taken for granted, as we will see in our experimental 

results further in this paper. The participants may differ widely in their 

skills and competences, or in their working experiences. This might affect 

their personal attitude as regards asking the tutors for help. Furthermore, 

one has to analyze whether their organizational, business sector-related, 

geographical or language-related background play a role in their learning 

process. Finally, a typical industrial, economic-efficiency question has to 

be considered: has the workforce’s knowledge improved by using the 

particular E-Learning system, i.e. is there a benefit if a particular approach 

is applied? What if some of them haven’t made any progress? How can we 

prevent the stagnation of some trainees, even if that does not affect the 

majority?  

In other words, in an industrial setting, one has to provide simple and clear 

answers to these questions quite quickly. Therefore, our intention is: 

• To measure learning improvement by comparing the testing results of 

the trainees in the different time intervals and after applying certain 

methods designed to enhance collaboration between participants. 

• To observe the behaviour of trainees during the collaboration and its 

relationship with the learning outcome.   

• To detect the potentially weak trainees early enough in order to be able 

to help them during the learning process.  

A special emphasis is laid on the implicit and explicit social networks 

of trainees and tutors in our particular industrial setting. The investigation 
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of the impact of social networks on the learning outcome is ongoing and 

the current results of our research on this topic are given in this paper.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our 

related research achievements until now. In Section 3 we propose a method 

for further investigation. In Section 4 we describe the experimental setup 

we used in our research. We discuss the results of our experiments in 

Section 5 and provide the statistical sample t tests that should help us 

underpin the conclusions about the methods applied. We conclude with 

Section 6.   

 
2. Related Research 
 

During the research carried out in the previous period, we reached the four 

milestones described below. 

 
2.1 E-Learning System Setup 
 

The E-Learning system was chosen according to the criteria relevant for 

the particular business sector and organization (Maglajlic and Helic, 2010). 

The organization at the centre of the research has more than 35 member-

companies spread all over Europe, each of them containing up to several 

thousands of employees who are supposed to cooperate in various business 

processes and use some web-based tools that support their business 

workflows. The E-Learning system had to be provided and configured for 

one of these tools, which happens to support one of the mission-critical 

tasks in this particular business sector. The E-Learning system had to 

satisfy a number of criteria such as: learning path traceability, easy 

authoring of tests, reporting possibilities on the learning progress and test 

results, and configuration of attributes for characterization and grouping of 

trainees.  

Hence, the selection and configuration of such a system was neither 

straightforward nor easy. More details can be found in (Maglajlic et al., 

2010). 

 
2.2 Detection of Implicit Social Networks  
 

Implicit social networks in the E-Learning setup were detected (Maglajlic 

et al., 2010). More precisely, the existence of typical multi-modal social 

networks (Wasserman and Faust, 2009) could be observed: the relations 

between the trainees according to their company, country, language 

affiliation or even knowledge transfer between each other provided a good 

foundation for the application of SNA (social network analysis).  
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2.3 Impact Analysis of Implicit Social Networks 
 

The analysis of the impact of the position of a trainee and his/her tutor in 

the implicit social networks started (Maglajlic, 2011, Maglajlic and Helic, 

2011). In addition to our research, the results of (Haythornthwaite, 2005, 

Chatti et al. 2007, Wang et al., 2007) also clearly indicated the existence of 

social networks in E-Learning. Some of these research attempts, such as 

(Wang et al., 2007), even proposed the grouping / constructing of the 

trainees’ social network units by applying a behavioral rule. However, an 

assessment of the impact of the trainees’ grouping into social networks on 

the learning outcome – i.e. the application of SNA methods to the trainees 

and tutors –was missing. Therefore, in our research in (Maglajlic and Helic 

2011) we observed a set of trainees who were tested both before and after 

taking an E-Learning course.  

Figure 1: Implicit affiliation network represented as a graph  
 

We proposed a theoretical framework comprising two types of implicit 

social networks: affiliation networks (language, country, organizational 

unit and business branch affiliation, see Figure 1) and communication 

network (inbound and outbound communication between trainee and tutor, 

see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 Implicit communication network represented as a graph  

 

We used the basic SNA method, the graph representation of the social 

networks (Bondy and Murty, 2008, Wasserman and Faust, 2009), and 

noted the node degrees of the trainees and tutors in the affiliation and 

communication networks. We calculated the correlation coefficients 

(PPMCC - Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient) between the 

trainee’s node degree in the social networks and learning outcome.  
 

Table 1 Results from the first experiment 

1 Number of trainees 18 

2 Number of tutors 8 

3 Average learning improvement 1.1915 

4 Trainees with learning outcome greater or equal to 75% 16 

5 PPMCC (language, learning outcome) 0.4095 

6 PPMCC (business branch, learning outcome) 0.0841 

7 PPMCC (country, learning outcome) -0.2043 

8 PPMCC (organization, learning outcome) -0.2035 

9 PPMCC (outbound communication, learning outcome) 0.5949 

10 PPMCC (inbound communication, learning outcome) 0.5558 
 

Table 1 provides an overview of the experimental results which were 

gathered in (Maglajlic and Helic, 2011). The PPMCC indicates the linear 

dependency between the social network position of the trainee, measured 

by node degree of the trainee and trainer in the affiliation as well as in the 

communication network, and the learning outcome. The PPMCC value of 

the medium significance is the value of the correlation coefficient 

calculated between the language affiliation (how many languages has a 

trainee in common with other participants) and the learning outcome (Row 
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5 in Table 1). The highest correlation was detected for outbound 

communication of the trainee to tutor and learning outcome (Row 9 in 

Table 2). In other words, the trainees with a low node degree in the 

communication network, i.e. the trainees who had not communicated with 

their tutors and colleagues much, were likely to have weak test results, 

which means that their knowledge improvement (i.e. learning performance) 

was weak.  

In spite of the fact that it might be intuitively clear that communication 

between trainees and tutors influences the learning outcome, a sufficiently 

precise analysis, especially of E-Learning environments in industrial 

settings, has not yet been provided that we could directly use in our model. 

A similar attempt to assess the influence of direct dialogue between student 

and teacher can be found in (Chen et al., 2011). That particular piece of 

research provides a very precise linear regression model for the prediction 

of learning outcomes, taking into account the one-to-one dialogue between 

students and teachers on computer science courses at a university. The 

experiment was carried out in the classic educational environment, i.e. not 

within an E-Learning system and not in an industrial environment.  

For our present research purposes, we have to provide a precise set of 

results that can be compared with the results of our future experiments in 

our specific setup. Our approach seeks to analyze the best way to: 

• Encourage trainees to communicate more with their tutors. 

• Detect potentially weak candidates before the final test is carried out.  

In the next section we describe the algorithmic method used to support 

the objectives mentioned above. 

 
2.4 Engineering of Social Networks  
 

The algorithm for social network engineering, i.e. for the placing of 

trainees into the appropriate tutored groups, has already been introduced 

(Maglajlic, 2012). The algorithm is modeled so as to discover the 

concordance between trainee and tutor based upon their affiliation network 

characteristics: the trainees and tutors are grouped according to their 

spoken languages, business branch affiliation as well as their geographical 

and organizational affiliations. By applying this method, the initial implicit 

social network is transformed into a network of tutored groups which can 

be seen as collaborative clusters (cliques), i.e. the new network is 

specifically designed to enhance communication between trainees and 

tutors. The tutored groups created by the algorithm are focused on 

communication within dedicated (corresponding) discussion forums.   

The algorithm basically looks as follows: 

• It starts when a new trainee is assigned to a course. 
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• The concordance between all course tutors and their trainees is 

checked. 

• The concordance score between trainee and tutor is calculated 

according to the weighting categories presented in Table 2. If the trainee 

and the tutor share the same category, the category weights are added up to 

give the concordance score. 

• The trainee is assigned to the tutor with the highest concordance score, 

if this trainer has less than 20 trainees in his/her group.  
 

       Table 2 Weighting of Categories 

Weighting 

Category Weight  

Language 10  

Business branch 2  

Country 1  

Organizational unit 1  
 

The category weights are derived from the results showed in 2.3 – since the 

language affiliation had the strongest correlation of all affiliations with the 

learning outcome, it received the highest weighting. The correlation 

coefficient value for business branch showed in Table 1 had approximately 

a five-fold lower value than that for language affiliation, therefore it was 

given the corresponding lower value (10 for language, 2 for business 

branch). The last two categories correspond to the affiliations that had 

negative correlation coefficients, and we use them with the lowest 

weighting: 1.  

If the algorithm does not find the appropriate tutor for the trainee (or 

e.g. the trainee is assigned to a tutor with a score inferior to 10), according 

to our findings in Section 2.3 this means that we have detected a candidate 

with a potentially weak learning outcome, since communication of the 

trainee with any of the tutors is very limited. The experimental results, after 

applying the algorithm to the observed industrial E-Learning system, have 

shown the following (Table 3): 
 

    Table 3 Learning outcome improvement 

 
Number of 

tests 

Using 

tutored 

groups  

Average learning outcome 

Jan 2010 – 

Aug 2011 

91 No  81% 

Sept 2011 – 

Jan 2012 

70 Yes  88% 
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• The average learning performance of all trainees has increased 

compared to that obtained during the time period before applying the 

algorithm. 

• Surprisingly, the outgoing communication node degree of the trainees 

belonging to the tutored group – which indicates their communication 

intensity – has not increased (in fact it has decreased, see Table 4). 
 

Table 4 Communication Attempts Comparison 

Time period 

 

Number of 

trainees in  

the sample 

Tutored 

groups# 

Count of communication 

attempts pro trainee (average)  

Jan 2010 –  

Aug 2011 

18 0 1.8  

Sept 2011 –  

Jan 2012 

18 6 0.5  

    

The improvement of the learning outcome after grouping the trainees as a 

consequence of social network engineering supports the claims expressed 

in (Trausan-Matu et al., 2012) and (Scardamalia, 2002), where the authors 

assert that knowledge advancement can be achieved as a community rather 

than as individual achievement.  

To conclude this section, let us state that we succeeded in detecting the 

potentially weak candidates with this algorithm; however, communication 

intensity, which we hoped to boost, did not increase. This finding motivates 

us to carry out further research, which we wish to discuss in this paper.  

 
3. Methods

 

 

In this section, we tackle the surprising phenomenon described in Section 

2.4, namely that by grouping the E-Learning participants into tutored 

groups, we experienced an overall improvement of the learning 

performance (learning outcome increased, according to Table 3), but 

communication intensity between trainees and tutors did not increase, 

contrary to our expectations. The following facts can be observed: 

• The matching algorithm for social network engineering depicted in 

Section 2.4 provides us with a static method for the recognition of 

potentially weak candidates  

• A dynamic method for such recognition is not yet available, i.e. a 

method that would identify potentially weak candidates during the E-

Learning course, before the examination, is lacking. 
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The hypothesis that the early detection of trainees with a weak learning 

outcome can be based on discovering a low communication intensity of 

those candidates with their tutors, which could be concluded from the 

description of the results in 2.3, has become harder to hold. Therefore, 

more investigation is needed on this topic.  

For this purpose we have decided to apply additional tools of the SNA 

approach: we try to quantify the social networks of the E-Learning 

participants by applying SNA quantification methods. We would like to 

use this to look for further dependencies with the learning outcome in our 

experimental setting. In Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we used only the node degree 

from the SNA methodology (as mentioned in Section 2.3); however, for a 

deeper analysis of the phenomenon mentioned in Section 2.4, some other 

SNA tools may be useful, in addition to the node degree method, for 

example: 

• Cliques: the aim of this method is to detect sub-networks inside a 

particular social network, e.g. concentrated communication between a 

group of nodes – in such a clique the nodes are more connected with each 

other than with other nodes of the network. 

• Centrality: the centrality of an actor in the social network is calculated 

by dividing the node degree by the total number of edges in the network. 

• Density: The density of a particular social network is calculated as the 

total number of edges in the network divided by the maximum number of 

edges possible for this network. 

In the work (Silva and Figueira, 2012), the authors used the above-

mentioned SNA methods (including node degree and degree centrality, 

which indicates the dependency of a network on a node) to analyze the 

interactions between students and teachers, i.e. for the graphic 

representation of these interactions. We use this method for a similar 

purpose, but we differ in the implementation and evaluation of the results 

from the conclusions given in the above-mentioned work. The authors of 

(Silva and Figueira, 2012) observed the online forum of teachers and 

students, and described how they visualized this interaction as a social 

network graph. Within that research, the authors applied the above-

mentioned SNA methods in order to check the strength of the relations 

within a community, as well as to detect the members who played a central 

role in the network. The authors use so-called “stop words” to exclude 

irrelevant interactions from the communication network. More precisely, 

the messages containing sentences such as “Yes”, “I agree” or “Thank you” 

were considered as irrelevant and excluded from the network.  

However, we do not apply such a filtering in our research, since we 

rather support the ideas expressed in (Trausan-Matu et al., 2012) and 

(Scardamalia, 2002) about the socio-cultural paradigm of learning, as we 
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already mentioned in Section 2.4. Hence, we interpret all communication 

attempts as equally valuable.  

 
3.1 Cliques 
 

Actually, since we apply the grouping algorithm described in Section 2.4 

intentionally, the cliques are generated explicitly. Therefore, in our case, 

the detection of cliques is very easy: the tutored groups are our 

intermediate clusters, the cliques. We can observe the communication 

between trainees and the tutor within the dedicated discussion forum of the 

tutored group. Hence, our cliques are transformed into communication 

network clusters.  

The postings in the discussion forum are counted as communication 

attempts from trainee to trainer and vice versa. In the terms of the graph 

theory applied to SNA, we observe the tutored group clique as directed 

graph (digraph) whereby the direction of the arcs in the graph is defined by 

the direction of the posting in the discussion forum between trainee and 

tutor. 

 
3.2 Centrality  
 

For the purpose of our investigation we slightly modified the standard 

approach to centrality:  

• The calculation of centrality is provided as the ratio of the node degree 

of a tutor within the clique to the total number of all arcs generated in the 

whole network (for all cliques).  

• On the other hand, the centrality of a trainee is calculated twice: as the 

ratio of the node degree of a trainee to the total number of arcs in the 

clique, and as the ratio of the node degree of the trainee to the total number 

of all arcs in the whole network. 

 
3.3 Density 
 

We have to be careful regarding the density calculation. The standard 

formula for density calculation for a digraph assumes that only one 

inbound and only one outbound arc may be considered. However, in our 

setting, every communication attempt between tutor and trainee is counted; 

hence, if the trainee has asked the tutor twice about two different issues, 

this is presented as two arcs from trainee to the tutor. Thus, the maximum 

number of edges (arcs) for our graph is theoretically infinite.  

In such a case, it is advisable to treat our graph as a weighted (valued) 

graph, and calculate the density according to the rules given for weighted 
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graphs (Wassserman and Faust, 2009). The weight of the arc is the number 

of arcs in the same direction between two nodes (i.e. the outbound or 

inbound node degree). In this case, the density is calculated by considering 

the maximum weight allowed. Hence, we have to make an assumption 

regarding the maximal number of communication attempts between trainee 

and tutor. Let us assume that the trainee will not attempt more than 20 

times to contact the trainer during a single course. With this upper 

boundary it is possible to calculate the density as the ratio of the average 

weight of all arcs in the graph to the maximum weight possible for the 

graph. We will calculate the density at the clique level. 

To sum up, we will calculate the density and centrality as defined 

above, and compare the values between the cliques, as well as check the 

dependencies of the learning outcome values on our new SNA quantifiers 

for the trainees. We will observe the learning outcome of each trainee as 

well as the average value of the learning outcome at clique level. The 

dependencies will be calculated, as described in Section 2.3, by using 

PPMCC. 

 
4. Implementation 
 

We observed a sample of 14 trainees and their behavior in the time period 

from January 2012 to August 2012 (i.e. in the same way as the sample 

mentioned in the lowest row of Table 4). They were divided into 4 tutored 

groups (cliques). 3 trainees were not participating in the tutored groups. As 

a consequence, the total number of trainees in the tutored groups is 11 (see 

Table 5). 
 

           Table 5 Cliques 

Clique Tutor Number of trainees 

1 TU-1 6 

2 TU-2 2 

3 TU-3 1 

4 TU-4 2 
 

According to what we stated in Section 3, each clique may be viewed as a 

communication network represented as a directed graph, with multiple arcs 

between nodes for the centrality calculation and a directed weighted graph 

(weighted but only one ingoing or outgoing arc between the nodes is 

possible) for the density calculation.   

First, we calculated the centrality coefficients of tutors per clique (i.e. 

per his/her tutored group) 
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Table 6 Centrality of Tutors 

Tutor Centrality 

TU-1 0.121 

TU-2 0.061 

TU-3 0.091 

TU-4 0.091 

 

Second, we calculated the centrality coefficients of trainees at the clique 

level. 
 

      Table 7 Centrality of Trainees at the Clique Level 

Trainee Clique Outbound node degree Centrality 

T1 1 4 0.571 

T2 1 2 0.286 

T3 1 0 0.000 

T4 1 1 0.143 

T5 1 0 0.000 

T6 1 0 0.000 

T7 2 0 0.000 

T8 2 4 1.000 

T9 3 4 1 

T10 4 4 0.667 

T11 4 2 0.333 
 

Third, we calculated the centrality coefficients of trainees at the general 

network level. 

 
     Table 8 Centrality of Trainees on General Network Level 

Trainee Outbound node degree Centrality 

T1 4 0.121 

T2 2 0.061 

T3 0 0.000 

T4 1 0.030 

T5 0 0.000 

T6 0 0.000 

T7 0 0.000 

T8 4 0.121 

T9 4 0.121 

T10 4 0.121 

T11 2 0.061 

T12 0 0.000 

T13 0 0.000 

T14 0 0.000 

 

Fourth, we calculated the density per clique. 
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         Table 9 Density of the Cliques (Tutored Groups) 

Clique Density 

1 0.046 

2 0.15 

3 0.35 

4 0.225 

 

In Table 10 we show the learning outcome values of the trainees as well as 

their tutored group index. 

 
     Table 10 Learning Outcome 

Trainee Tutored group (clique) Learning outcome 

T1 1 94 

T2 1 88 

T3 1 98 

T4 1 90 

T5 1 92 

T6 1 80 

T7 2 91 

T8 2 93 

T9 3 92 

T10 4 100 

T11 4 99 

T12 
Did not participate in the 

tutored group 

62 

T13 
Did not participate in the 

tutored group 

69 

T14 
Did not participate in the 

tutored group 

58 

 

As expected, the trainees that did not participate in the tutored group (T12, 

T13 and T14) had the weakest learning outcome.  

In Table 11 we show the PPMCC calculated for (i) the centrality of the 

trainee at the clique level and the learning outcome of each trainee, (ii) the 

centrality of the trainee at the general level and the learning outcome of 

each trainee, (iii) the centrality of the tutor and the learning outcome of 

each trainee, (iv) the centrality of the tutor (at the general level of the whole 

graph) and the average learning outcome of each clique, (v) the density of 

each clique and the average learning outcome per clique, (vi) the density of 

each clique and the corresponding trainee’s learning outcome. 
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     Table 11 PPMCC Calculation 

 PPMCC Value 

(i) Centrality of trainee at the clique level, trainee’s 

learning outcome 

0.207 

(ii) Centrality of trainee at the general level, trainee’s 

learning outcome 

0.298 

(iii) Centrality of the tutor, trainee’s learning outcome -0.259 

(iv) Centrality of the tutor, average learning outcome 

pro clique 

-0.110 

(v) Density of the clique, average learning outcome 

per clique 

0.262 

(vi) Density of the clique, trainee’s learning outcome  0.389 

 
5. Discussion 
 

The results shown in Table 11 indicate that the density of the clique has a 

medium correlation (according to the scale given by (Cohen, 1988)) with 

the learning outcome of each trainee (row (vi)) but, compared to other 

PPMCCs on SNA values (centrality PPMCCs are less than 0.3, suggesting 

the low correlation according to the above mentioned scale), it indicates the 

strongest correlation with the learning outcome. In spite of the fact that the 

outgoing node degree is still lower (if we calculate the average of the 

values shown in Table 8, the value of 1.5) than the outgoing node degree of 

the trainees in the period before September 2011, it seems that the 

communication intensity per clique, this time measured by density, does 

play a role in the impact of the social network activities of the trainees on 

their learning outcome. Furthermore, if we modify the value of the 

outgoing node degree in Table 6 from 0 to 1 for those trainees who only 

participated in the discussion forum but didn’t send any messages to the 

tutor, the average outgoing node degree is getting close to the value we had 

in Table 4 for the period before September 2011 (see Table 12).  
 

             Table 12 Outbound Communication of Trainees (Node Degree) 

Trainee 

Outbound node degree Outbound node 

degree including 

participation 

T1 4 4 

T2 2 2 

T3 0 1 

T4 1 1 

T5 0 1 

T6 0 1 
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Trainee 

Outbound node degree Outbound node 

degree including 

participation 

T7 0 1 

T8 4 4 

T9 4 4 

T10 4 4 

T11 2 2 

T12 0 0 

T13 0 0 

T14 0 0 

Average 1.5 1.785 
 

In other words, if we treat the trainees who read the content of the 

discussion forum as if they participated in the knowledge acquisition 

process, the results of our analysis explain the phenomenon that we were 

trying to understand in Section 2.4. Thus every feedback regarding 

knowledge acquisition made by the trainees is useful. But if we look at this 

from the system implementation point of view, in order to distinguish 

between the trainees who read and those who do not read the content of the 

forum dynamically (i.e. immediately, during the E-Learning course), we 

realize that this is a more complex task than if we had data about forum 

participation directly.  

Furthermore, in order to analyze the average learning outcome after our 

experiment and to compare it with the average learning outcome that was 

achieved before the new methodology (involving specially formed tutored 

groups) was introduced, we made use of the sample t tests. Firstly, we took 

a sample of 18 trainees and their test results from the experiment we 

described in Section 2.3. We compared their results with the learning 

outcome results shown in Table 10 (14 trainees, of which 11 had 

participated in the tutored groups).    
 

      Table 13 t test results: t=-0.1091, 95% confidence interval <-∞,6.93432),  

                     p=0.4569 (>0.05) 

Sample taken N mean t 

First experiment  

(Nov 2010) 
18 85.667 

t = -0.1091 Second experiment 

(Jan 2012 – August 

2012) 

14 86.143 

 

This comparison does not indicate a significant difference in the average 

learning outcome (Table 13). More precisely, according to the rules of 

statistical inference, we cannot conclude that the learning outcome after the 
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implementation of the new methods that support collaborative learning is 

generally higher than before these methods were applied with a 

significance level of 5% (t=-0.1091, p=0.4569 > 0.05) . However, if we 

exclude the results of the trainees who did not participate in the tutored 

groups, i.e. those to whom the new methods have not really been applied, 

we get remarkably different results. Therefore, secondly, we calculated a t 

test with the first sample from Section 2.3 of 18 trainees and the sample of 

11 trainees who participated in the experiment described in Section 4, i.e. 

who were involved in the tutored groups (Table 14).  
 

      Table 14 The second t test: t= -1.8825, 95% confidence interval <-∞,  

                      -0.6462717), p= 0.03529 (<0.05) 

Sample taken N mean t 

First experiment  

(Nov 2010) 
18 85.667 

t = -1.8825 Second experiment 

(Jan 2012 –  

August 2012) 

11 92.454 

 

These results of the t test show a difference between the two approaches in 

a different way. Basically, the values of the t test (t=-1.8825, p= 0.03529 < 

0.05) indicate that trainees who were involved in the specially formed 

tutored group approach were able to achieve a better learning outcome than 

those who were not using the new methodology - with the significance 

level of 5%. We have therefore concluded that it is worth trying to improve 

the methods for supporting collaborative learning within the E-Learning 

system.       

If we wish to use our findings, obtained thanks to this analytical 

approach, by implementing them in the E-Learning system in the same way 

that we implemented the algorithm described in Section 2.4, we need a 

practical method for the quantification of the trainee’s characteristics and 

behavior within the clique. For instance, we could implement a mechanism 

in the discussion forum of the E-Learning system to notify the trainee about 

every new posting in the forum and require a confirmation from the trainee 

that he/she has read the content. This approach would enable us to acquire 

the data needed for further quantification – i.e. for the calculation of the 

outgoing node degree of the trainee and a more precise calculation of the 

density of the clique.   

Finally, flowing from this analysis we can propose a method for the 

dynamic detection of potentially weak trainees: 

- The density of the tutored group (clique) has to be checked permanently. 
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- In the groups with a lower density, the trainees with a lower outgoing 

node degree should be identified (confirmation messages about reading the 

content of the forum should also be considered). 

Such trainees should be contacted by the tutor (or E-Learning 

administrator, if needed) and notified that there are contributions in the 

forum that might help them to improve their learning outcomes.   

 
6. Conclusions

 

 

The efficiency of E-Learning can be monitored thanks to SNA methods and 

it may even be influenced with the help of appropriate social network 

engineering. The early detection of candidates with a potentially weak 

learning outcome and the prevention of disappointing results can be 

achieved through: 

- Organizing tutored groups by applying the appropriate matching 

algorithm (static detection), 

- Permanent application of SNA methods and corresponding result analysis 

(dynamic detection). 

We will continue our research in this direction (i) finding ways to 

integrate SNA methods directly in the system in a customized way (ii) 

finding additional grouping models (social network engineering methods) 

which can also produce social networks of trainees (primarily trainees!) 

who help each other. Within this approach, the ontological parameters of 

the trainees could be evaluated and utilized for social network engineering 

purposes.  
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3.4. PAPER 4: IMPLEMENTATION OF A FRAMEWORK FOR 

COLLABORATIVE SOCIAL NETWORKS IN E-LEARNING 

 

This paper has been submitted to the AACE Journal for E-Learning and was at the time of writing 

being reviewed by the editorial team of AACE. It contains the final proof-of-concept of the methods 

applied during our research. It presents an overview of all research results and detailed descriptions 

of the add-on modules of the E-Learning system that were developed following the specifications of 

the framework for collaboration enhancement described in Papers 2 and the paper (Maglajlic, 

2012) which was published in the proceedings of the conference IADIS 2012 “WWW/Internet” in 

Madrid, Spain. It is important to mention that the later paper contains the concept of combining 

SNA and ontology engineering methods to provide an improved collaboration enhancement 

infrastructure within E-Learning systems. That paper proposes a way to implement an algorithm 

that takes into account the following elements: 

- Social network concordance between the trainees 

- Density of the tutored group 

- Outgoing node degree of a trainee 

- Trainees’ ontology containing their knowledge level class 

- Learning ontology containing course, lesson, progress and score classes 

- Relations between trainees’ and learning ontology (relations between single classes across 

the ontologies). 

This algorithm helps to build trainee-to-trainee relationships between E-Learning participants and 

utilizes the ideas of semantic social networks. It results in the recommendation of those trainees 

(high achievers) that could help other trainees (with a potentially weaker learning outcome). Finally, 

in the referenced paper (Maglajlic, 2012) it is recommended to develop the algorithm as the second 

add-on to the E-Learning system that promotes collaboration within the E-Learning community. The 

Paper 4 contains once again the description of the basic principles of the proposed algorithm as well 

as the implementation guideline for the framework for its utilization. 

The final comparison of the learning outcomes of the trainees who participated in E-Learning courses 

before the collaboration enhancement add-ons had been implemented and those who were 

supported by the new collaboration methods in the E-Learning system is provided in the form of a 

statistical t test. The results of the statistical t test actually indicate that the learning outcome of the 



 

 

trainees who participated in the E-Learning courses according to the new “standards” is significantly 

better than that of the participants during the initial period. 



 

 

Implementation of a Framework for Collaborative Social Networks in E-

Learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract: This paper describes how we have implemented a framework for the 
construction and utilization of social networks in E-Learning. These social networks 
aim to enhance collaboration between all E-Learning participants (i.e. both trainee-
to-trainee and trainee-to-tutor communication are targeted). E-Learning systems that 
include a so-called "social component", i.e. enable forming links between trainees 
and tutors, thereby creating a social network, already do exist; however, sophisticated 
networking approaches are lacking in these systems. Indeed at the present time, E-
Learning systems containing social components do not automatically consider the 
results of social network analysis (SNA) of a specific dataset of trainees and tutors; 
neither do they take into account the knowledge level of the trainees according to 
their learning progress and/or test results. Furthermore, potential ontological relations 
between the network of participants and their knowledge – for the purpose of 
interlinking the participants – are, unfortunately, commonly ignored. Therefore, we 
have created a framework that makes use of the results of SNA concerning the 
implicit and explicit social networks of E-Learning participants, and their learning 
outcome, as well as taking into account the relationships between learning and 
learners’ ontology. The result of the implementation of this framework are E-
Learning system modules that support special dedicated learning (tutored) groups of 
trainees gathered around the tutor, and peer-to-peer links between trainees that 
encourage them to help each other during the learning process. 

 
 
 

Introduction 
 

 Quite a few research results indicate that knowledge advancement can best be 
achieved as a community rather than as an individual (Scardamalia 2002, Trausan-Matu et al. 
2012). Such results have inspired other researchers to continue investigating specific topics 
related to collaborative learning. For example, the concepts underpinning collaborative 
learning are investigated in (Jonson and Johnson 1994, Slavin 1995, Guillies 2004) and also 
used in experiments such as (Hwang et al. 2012). In the experimental approach described in 
(Hwang et al. 2012), it has been shown that the student’s cognitive load is reduced and their 
learning outcome is better if computerized collaborative concepts are used.  

Hence, recent research results keep confirming that collaborative learning is useful 
and can be further promoted. Our special emphasis in this paper lays on possible methods to 
improve collaboration in E-Learning settings. Research results such as those shown in (Silva 
and Figuera 2012) support the idea of applying the SNA (social network analysis) 
methodology to collaboration between trainees and tutors. By visualizing the activities of the 
participants in a discussion forum in the chosen E-Learning setup, the authors show how the 
social component of E-Learning can be closely investigated.  



 

 

We started our investigation on collaborative learning by executing several 
experiments in the industrial setting where the sample was taken – a pan-European 
organization with member companies all over Europe that share a common business process 
for cooperation – and analyzed their results. It is important to emphasize that our research and 
experiments were carried out within an industrial setting; indeed the profile of our E-
Learning participants largely differs from the profile of users in typical educational 
environments such as a school or a university: they are very likely to differ in age, as well as 
in educational, business, geographical, cultural and language background and skills. 
Furthermore, the trainees’ motivation for learning and collaborating in an industry sector 
differs from students’ motivations in a more classical educational environment. Quite 
intuitively, one expects that students in a classical educational environment will communicate 
with their teachers and fellow students; however, trainees in an industrial setting may 
encounter barriers due to their potentially very dissimilar backgrounds and skills.  

In our own research (Maglajlic and Helic 2011) we noticed that knowledge 
improvement was weak for some users (albeit a minority) because, we supposed, they had 
been hindered from communicating with other participants for various reasons: poor 
knowledge of the common language used, business branch diversity, geographical or 
organizational differences. We investigated these parameters and found undeniable 
dependencies between some of these parameters and the learning outcomes of the trainees. 
These findings allowed us to identify the problem more clearly: the learning performance 
through E-Learning in our industrial setting was weak if communication between trainees and 
tutors was lacking.  

The main objective of this paper is to describe the implementation of a framework for 
the construction and use of collaborative social networks within an E-Learning environment. 
The general objective of our research was to discover methods that can enhance collaboration 
between trainees and tutors, i.e. all E-Learning participants within the specific industrial 
setting in which the E-Learning took place in order to help their knowledge improvement. 
For that purpose, firstly we investigated whether there were any social networks of 
participants, and if so, what did they look like: could one say that there were implicit social 
networks, if so, which characteristics did they have? Secondly, we asked ourselves the 
following questions:  

- Could we utilize these implicit social networks in order to enhance collaboration?  
- In order to construct new social networks (i.e. communication networks), could 

the participants be encouraged to connect with each other and cooperate?  
- What could be the preconditions for that to happen? 
- What are the consequences: did the learning outcome of participants improve after 

they were provided with the facilities to collaborate?  
In order to answer these questions, we applied several methodologies such as SNA 

(Wasserman and Faust, 2009), controllability theory (Sontag 1998, Åström 2008), as well as 
ontology engineering (Pernas et al. 2012) and statistical independent sample t tests. This 
resulted in a framework that is described in more detail in the next section. Basically, we 
chose a suitable E-Learning system, modified the system to support the construction of 
tutored groups (first step of social network engineering), provided the utilities for tutored 
groups management in the system, and finally implemented a novel method of production of 
peer-to-peer links between trainees by applying a new algorithm, which combines SNA and 
ontology rules (ontology engineering).  



 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we explain the 
underlying principles of our research framework. In the second and third sections, we 
describe the implementation of the framework and its functional architecture. In the fourth 
section, we evaluate the results. In the fifth section, we discuss the achievements of the 
implementation. We then provide conclusions in the fifth section.  

  

A framework based on previous research 
 

 The research framework that we propose is founded on the following research 
findings. Firstly we analyzed the impact of social networks on the learning outcome of the 
trainees in the E-Learning environment in an industrial setting (Maglajlic and Helic, 2011). 
We investigated the existence of implicit social networks of trainees according to their 
affiliations: geographical, organizational, linguistic, and business sector-related. We applied 
one of the basic SNA methods: node degree. For example, if two trainees speak the same 
language, they will be related in the implicit social network. The number of such relations of 
the trainee is calculated as node degree, where the trainee, as an actor of the social network is 
actually the node in the graph representation of the network, and the above-mentioned 
relation represents the link in the graph. The number of links going from or to the node in the 
graph representation is defined as node degree. The other affiliations have been quantified in 
the same way. Furthermore, during the E-Learning course (i.e. during the learning process), 
communication between tutors and trainees is measured by counting the communication 
attempts from trainee to tutor as outgoing node degree of the trainee, and communication 
attempts from tutor to trainee as ingoing node degree. The quantification with node degree 
was used for the calculation of Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients (PPMCC), 
in order to check the correlation of the values provided by the SNA method with the learning 
outcome of the trainees. For the quantification of the learning outcome, the test score of the 
trainee in the corresponding E-Learning course was taken. The results of the experiment on a 
sample of 18 trainees and 8 tutors are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1  

The results of the experiment with 18 trainees and 8 tutors 

PPMCC Value 

Language, learning outcome 0.4095 

Business branch, learning outcome 0.0841 

Country, learning outcome -0.2043 

Organization, learning outcome -0.2035 

Outgoing communication node degree, 

learning outcome 0.5949 

Ingoing communication node degree, learning 

outcome 0.5558 

 

We noted that the correlation between outgoing node degree and the learning outcome 
of the trainee was strongest among all implicit social networks (communication network and 
affiliation network). It was also noted that language displayed the strongest correlation among 
the affiliation network relations. Hence, the experimental results showed a strong correlation 
between the communication intensity of the trainees and tutors and the learning outcome of 
the trainees. This inspired us to try to construct social networks (or, rather to control social 



 

 

network creation) which would serve for communication and collaboration enhancement 
between tutors and trainees.  

Consequently, the second step of our research was the attempt to construct 
collaborative clusters within the social network of trainees and tutors (Maglajlic 2012). More 
precisely, the idea was to detect and prevent the emergence of isolated actors in the social 
network, because we had seen in the previous research phase that lack of communication had 
an impact on the learning outcome. To make it easier to detect potentially isolated actors 
(nodes), we applied the experiences gained from control theory (Sontag 1998, Astrom 2008). 
The newest findings of (Liu et al. 2011) have shown that the detection of those nodes in the 
network that are critical for the control of the information flow within the network can be 
efficiently done by applying algorithms for matching in the arbitrary graph (detailed 
description of matching algorithms in graph theory can be found in (Murty and Bondy, 
2008)). Therefore, we developed a special algorithm that connects the trainees and tutors by 
applying matching rules, thus producing the tutored groups: bipartite graphs of tutor and the 
trainees assigned to her/him. The tutored groups can be viewed as collaborative clusters since 
the matching was made by considering the preconditions for communication between actors – 
such as common spoken language, common business branch, geographical and organizational 
similarities. The concordance scale looks as follows (Table 2). 

Table 2  

Weighting of categories 
Category Weight 

Language 10 

Business branch 2 

Country 1 

Organizational unit 1 

 

Basically, the algorithm works as follows: when a trainee is added to an E-Learning 
course, the concordance is calculated for all the course tutors (the weights are summed up) 
and the tutors’ concordance scores are compared. The tutor with the highest concordance 
score is chosen, and the trainee is assigned to her/his tutored group.  

In our third step of the research (Maglajlic and Gütl 2012), we analyzed the 
communication intensity of trainees and tutors in tutored groups and the learning outcomes of 
the trainees. We wished to find out whether these collaborative clusters had helped with the 
learning improvement of the trainees. However, we detected the following paradox: the 
learning improvement in the period of time since the collaborative clusters had been 
introduced in the E-Learning environment had increased, but the outgoing node degree of the 
trainees within the tutored groups had, in average, decreased, contrary to our expectations 
(Table 3).  

Table 3 

Communication attempts comparison 
Time period Number of 

trainees in the 

sample 

Tutored groups# Count of communication 

attempts pro trainee 

(average) 

Jan 2010 – Aug 2011 18 0 1.8 

Sept 2011 – Jan 2012 18 6 0.5 

 



 

 

More precisely, the collaboration, according to the node degree measurements, 
decreased.  

In order to analyze this paradox more closely, we applied additional SNA methods 
(Wasserman and Faust, 2009): 

- Cliques – the parts of the network where the interlinking between the nodes is 
concentrated, i.e. is higher than in the rest of the network. In our case, the cliques 
are the tutored groups – the sub-networks of trainees gathered around the tutor.  

- Centrality – the ratio between the node degree of a particular actor in the social 
network and the total number of links in the network. Since our tutored groups 
play an important role in the whole concept, the centrality of the trainees and 
tutors was calculated both at the clique and general levels. The number of 
communication attempts between trainees and tutors was taken as the number of 
links between trainees and tutors. Entries in the discussion forum of a given 
tutored group made by a given trainee and/or tutor were interpreted as 
communication attempts. 

- Density – the density of the social network is defined as the ratio between the 
number of links in the network and the maximum possible number of links in this 
network. In our case, we calculated the density of cliques (tutored groups), again 
by interpreting the entries in the discussion forum of the tutored group as 
communication attempts, i.e. links. We limited the maximum number of 
communication attempts between two participants to 20 in order to be able to 
calculate the density. Practically, this number has never been exceeded in the 
system that we were observing.  

We used the quantifiers (centrality and density) in PPMCC calculation again in order 
to detect the level of dependency between these values and the learning outcomes (Table 4).  

Table 4  

The results of the experiment with 14 trainees and 4 tutors (i.e. 4 cliques = 4 tutored 

groups) 
PPMCC Value 

Centrality of trainee at the clique level, trainee’s learning outcome 0.207 

Centrality of trainee at the general level, trainee’s learning outcome 0.298 

Centrality of the tutor, trainee’s learning outcome -0.259 

Centrality of the tutor, average learning outcome pro clique -0.110 

Density of the clique, average learning outcome per clique 0.262 

Density of the clique, trainee’s learning outcome  0.389 

 
The analysis showed that, among these quantifiers, density had the strongest 

correlation to the learning outcome. Furthermore, trainees who did not participate in the 
tutored groups had the weakest results (Table 5). 

Table 5 

The test score of the trainees including the outgoing node degree and the number 

of visits to the discussion forum of the group. Trainees who did not participate in the 

tutored group did not visit the discussion forum either. 
Trainee T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 

Tutored 

group 
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 

Did not 

participate in the 



 

 

Trainee T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 

Outgoing 

node 

degree 

4 2 0 1 0 0 0 4 4 4 2 

tutored group 

# of visits 

to the 

forum 

7 4 4 6 3 4 5 4 5 5 4 

Learning 

outcome 
94 88 98 90 92 80 91 93 92 100 99 62 69 58 

 

Hence, trainees who participated in the common discussions within their groups, even 
as simple readers, achieved a better learning outcome than those who were isolated. The 
detailed result overview of this particular experiment can be found in our work (Maglajlic 
and Gütl 2012). This was an indication for us to continue our investigation towards 
increasing the density of the cliques (i.e. collaborative clusters = tutored groups).  

For this purpose, we combined in our fourth step of the research (Maglajlic 2012) 
certain findings in the field of semantic social networks and ontology engineering with our 
own achievements. The construction of semantic social networks is done by applying 
ontology engineering (Mika 2005, Jung and Euzeant 2007), i.e. through the investigation and 
detection of the interrelations between ontologies that are used by the actors, or that are used 
to describe the actors and their actions in a social network. In addition to this research 
approach, a very detailed research on context-sensitive, situation-aware ontology engineering 
in E-Learning (Pernas et al. 2012) seemed very promising and we combined its findings with 
our ideas. This resulted in the modeling of learning and learners’ ontologies (see Figure 1), 
relating these ontologies in an ontology network and exploring the rules needed for the 
purpose of connecting the trainees as actors in the social network and classes in the ontology.  

 
Figure 1: Ontology network consisted of learning and learners’ ontology 
 

The connecting of the trainees on a peer-to-peer basis is designed to help them find 
colleagues to contact in case they might need help but are not feeling ready to make contact 
with the tutor at that particular stage of the learning process. More precisely, we seek to 
enhance collaboration not only between trainees and tutors, but also between the trainees 
themselves in order that they help each other. However, one may ask where is the benefit for 
the more advanced trainees if they are contacted and asked for help by those who learn more 



 

 

slowly? Actually, the findings stated in (Hwang et al., 2012) and (Gillies, 2004 ) do confirm 
that peers like to help each other within a collaborative learning context. The benefit for those 
who were helping their colleagues lies in their ability to recapitulate and improve their 
knowledge too.  

The ontology-based rules that we applied basically answer the following queries: 
- Find all trainees in the tutored group of a particular trainee who scored more than 

75% on the course test 
- Find all trainees in the tutored group of a particular trainee who have read all of 

the course material (i.e. have reached 100% of the learning path) 
- Find all trainees in the tutored group of a particular trainee who have read more 

course material than the trainee (i.e. find the trainees in the tutored group who 
have reached a higher percentage in the learning path). 

Again, we developed a special algorithm, which starts by finding the tutored group 
with the lowest density. Within that group, the trainee with the lowest outgoing node degree 
has to be found. The above rules are applied to that particular trainee. The trainees found by 
applying these rules to the trainee dataset of the tutored group are then proposed to that 
trainee as recommended contacts for help.  

To sum up, our framework consists of (1) applying social network engineering to 
create tutored groups that prevent the isolation of the trainees and (2) applying SNA methods 
and ontology rules in order to provide peer-to-peer infrastructure for collaboration and help 
between trainees.  

 

Implementation 
 

 At first, we found and used an E-Learning system fulfilling the specific criteria 
described in (Maglajlic 2010). Basically, we were looking for a system that enables 
hierarchical structuring of the courseware, tutoring (grouping into virtual classroom, 
discussion forum, chat), learning path tracking (also referenced as learning progress, or 
learning trajectory in (Pernas et al. 2012)), assessment of each learning object, common 
calendar with event announcements, full text search, linking of internal and external content, 
and multilingualism (internationalization). After a comparative analysis of contemporary, 
mainly open-source E-Learning systems, we chose the system (Dokeos 2012). Technically 
speaking, the system is deployed according to the typical LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL 
and PHP, (LAMP 2012)) approach. It is constantly populated with E-Learning material 
(content) and new users are registering in increasing numbers. An overview is shown in 
Table 5.  

Table 5 

 The basic figures of our E-Learning system 
E-Learning system figures 

6 Courses 

44 Lessons (learning paths) 

1051 Registered users (concurrently active up to 20) 

15 Trainers 

 

However, in order to utilize the system for our purpose, the trainees’ and tutors’ 
profile records in the systems’ database have been extended so as to contain not only basic 



 

 

information such as name, login, password and email, but also affiliations such as company, 
country, spoken languages and business branch. The trainees can be assigned to several 
courses, but for each course, the trainee can belong to only one tutored group per course (i.e. 
he/she has only one tutor per course). The system records the trainees’ learning paths, their 
test scores as well as their contributions to the discussion forum of their tutored groups. Both 
the learning path and test score are available for each user in the form of reports to the E-
Learning administrator. At the beginning, before we applied the changes according to our 
framework, the functional architecture of the system looked as shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: Functional architecture before the modifications 
 

 Hence, in the second phase of the implementation, in order to support our approach – 
namely the application of social network engineering and ontology rules – the functional 
architecture had to be extended. We already mentioned that the trainee / tutor profiles had 
been extended with affiliation data. In accordance with our proposed framework, a first major 
extension of the existing E-Learning system was carried out: the algorithm for the creation of 
the tutored groups was implemented as an additional system module. This module is invoked 
when a new user is added to a course. The following diagram (Figure 3) shows the simplified 
flow-chart of the module.  



 

 

 
Figure 3: Invocation of the concordance algorithm 
 

The primary aim of the invocation of this module is to assign the trainee to a tutored 
group, where communication between trainee and tutor takes place within the dedicated 
discussion forum. However, we note that the invocation of the parts of this module (sub-
module for concordance calculation) is not limited to the creation of the tutored groups. It can 
also be invoked with a changed input parameter set: it need not be only the trainee and tutor 
who need to be connected, it can also happen that a trainee needs to be linked with another 
trainee. Such a case is described in the section below.  

The third phase of the implementation consisted of the second major extension of the 
existing E-Learning system: an algorithm for the construction of peer-to-peer links (for 
trainee-to-trainee collaboration). This algorithm was somewhat more complex than the one 
used for tutored group construction. In the previous section (framework description) we 
briefly mentioned the algorithm steps. Now, let us go into more detail. The algorithm consists 
of the following steps: 

- Calculation of the density of each tutored group in the system: this is done by 
summing up the number of entries in the discussion forum of the group, 



 

 

multiplying the number of trainees in the group by 20 and dividing these two 
values.  

- Calculation of the node degree for each trainee in the group: this is done by 
counting the number of entries in the discussion forum.  

- Calculation of the concordance between the trainee and his/her fellow trainees 
from the group: this is done through the invocation of the sub-module for the 
concordance calculation, but with the two trainees as input parameters instead of 
trainee and tutor, as was done for the module dealing with the construction of the 
tutored groups. 

- Application of the ontology rules to search for the best matching colleague, who 
will be proposed for peer-to-peer help. The ontology rules are written in the 
SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language, (Horrocks et al. 2004)), as shown in 
Figure 4, for the precise software design purposes. In the software 
implementation, the rules are interpreted as modules, and the relations as 
functions – with input and output parameters according to the ontology rule 
definition. The classes of the ontology are also represented accordingly as data 
records in the system’s database.  

 
Figure 4: Ontology utilization module with rules written in SWRL 
 

 In the same way as for the matching algorithm regarding the tutored groups, this 
ontology utilization algorithm is implemented in a separate module. It is also worth 
mentioning that the sub-modules that correspond to the ontology rules can be independently 
invoked on demand. Execution of this module results in a list of names and e-mail addresses 
which is shown to every trainee as a “recommended contact”. The final functional 
architecture of the extended system can be summarized as shown in Figure 5. 



 

 

 
Figure 5: The functional architecture after modifications 
 

Evaluation 
 

 In order to evaluate the new methodology when applied to E-Learning, we utilized the 
sample t test. The aim of the evaluation was to see whether the trainees had increased their 
knowledge more than before the E-Learning system was modified (as described above). 
Basically, we compared two approaches: using the E-Learning system as it was originally 
implemented and using the E-Learning system after the implementation of the framework for 
enhanced collaboration. We took two independent samples. The first sample consisted of 18 
trainees and their test scores, obtained from January 2010 until August 2011 – in fact, the 
same sample that had been used for the PPMCC calculation shown in Table 1, before 
modifications to the E-Learning system were made. The second sample consisted of 19 
trainees and their test scores in the period from January 2012 to October 2012, i.e. after the 
system had been upgraded thanks to the new framework for collaboration enhancement. All 
the trainees in the second sample participated in the corresponding tutored groups. The 
results of the t test are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 

t test results of learning outcome: t=-2.2188, p= 0.01645 <.05;  95% confidence interval <-

∞, -1.460363) 
Sample taken N mean t 

Before system 

modifications 
18 85.67 

-2.2188 
After system 

modifications 
19 91.78 

 

The t test revealed a remarkable difference between the two approaches (t=-2.2188, p<.05), 
indicating that trainees are able to achieve a greater learning improvement within a 
collaborative framework that takes into account their social network and ontology parameters 



 

 

than those without such an infrastructure in their E-Learning settings with the significance 
level of 5%.  
 

Discussion 
 

 This approach is original, compared to other research attempts in this field, since it 
employs automatic social network engineering, implements SNA quantification methods 
directly, uses the results of the SNA quantification and applies ontology rules dynamically. 
The E-Learning systems that are currently popular (WRD 2012) mostly do provide support 
for social networking (Dokeos 2012, Moodle 2012), but there is no indication that these 
systems allow our particular combination of methods: automatically-controlled social 
network engineering to create the tutored groups, and ontology methods and rules for the 
peer-to-peer connecting of trainees in a flexible way so that these methods can be directly 
used for our specific purpose. Actually, in spite of the fact that ontology is strongly related to 
E-Learning, there are not many systems that integrate and make use of ontology rules. One of 
the rare examples is the system (ILIAS 2012), which employs ontology rules for full-text 
search. In that particular system, the learning objects are described with RDF (Resource 
Description Framework, (Manola and Miller, 2004)) and a set of ontology rules is 
implemented for the search. In the same way as in our framework implementation, in the 
(ILIAS 2012) system, the ontology relationships are implemented as functions (methods) in 
the software modules, and the rules as well. The ontology classes influenced the software 
design – they are interpreted through the object model of the software as well as data records 
in the system’s database.  

Although there are already some E-Learning systems that support direct integration of 
social network functionalities and ontology rules, these do not provide built-in social network 
engineering: automatic social network construction (or link proposals for the E-Learning 
participants based upon sophisticated ontology rules), collaborative clusters for trainee-tutor 
communication, and enhancement of peer-to-peer communication.  
 However, we note that there is still some room for improvement with the 
implementation of our framework. Currently for the application of SNA methods we can only 
take into consideration collaborations carried out within the discussion forum. It would be 
useful to automatically take into account other collaboration attempts such as chat or e-
mailing or, if trainees and tutors agreed to this, to note the phone calls (just counting them 
and entering the count in the system). If we go one step further in the future, collaboration 
through some other social networks might be considered, such as messaging through business 
or private networking facilities such as LinkedIn or Facebook (LinkedIn 2012, Facebook 
2012).  
 Furthermore, from the technical point of view, the following improvements are worth 
considering. (1) An administrative table of concordance categories where new categories and 
weights can be added and/or updated. With this approach, the behavior of the concordance 
algorithm could be influenced, as well as the resulting structure of the tutored groups. This 
would work since the algorithm implementation in the module concerned is flexible enough 
to treat all given categories dynamically. (2) We could not locate a fully functional (stable) 
interpreter of SWRL that could be directly deployed within our system environment; the only 
resource which is publicly available was found in – (see (Ball et al. 2005)) – but seems not to 
have been developed further.  



 

 

We compared our implementation to that shown in (ILIAS 2012), and detected the 
following similarity In the case of (ILIAS 2012) system and our implementation, the ontology 
rules are not dynamically interpreted by the system, i.e. no SWRL interpreter is used to 
execute the ontology rules generically. Such an interpreter could be applied / invoked in the 
module for ontology rules interpretation. With this approach, one could execute any given 
rule written in SWRL that has been defined in the ontology network for a particular system’s 
dataset. Currently we have to program/add a new sub-module each time the new rule is 
explored manually, but with such an interpreter, the rules would be automatically executable 
on demand.  
  

Conclusions 
 

It is important to mention that this framework is extensible – after implementation of 
the flexible algorithms for social network engineering that use weighting of the social 
network affiliations for the basic construction of tutored groups, and combine ontology rules 
in order to enhance peer-to-peer communication – it is possible to (1) add new weighting 
categories, (2) vary the values used in the weighting, (3) add new ontology rules, (4) vary 
ontology rules, depending on which results one wishes to achieve, i.e. how should the 
collaboration within the social network in the E-Learning setup be enhanced.  

Ontology engineering offers a lot of resources worth considering. For example, we 
could model a situation-aware ontology network, in a similar way as in (Pernas et al. 2012), 
i.e. by adding both the technology ontology to the existing ontologies for learning material 
and for learners. The technology ontology would contain classes that help distinguish 
between devices that trainees use for E-Learning (such as smartphones or laptops) and 
relations that indicate which device is used by a trainee. Thus we could think of linking the 
smartphone user to someone who uses the standard computer screen (e.g. 17” laptop). It 
might be the case that some images or flash animations in the E-Learning course material 
require a high-quality display, and that a specific lesson containing multimedia material can 
be explained better by a person who has browsed the material on a screen with higher 
resolution (quality).  

As has already been mentioned in the discussion section, the implemented framework 
is currently suited to our industrial setting, but could be further improved to make it more 
universal by, for example, introducing a SWRL interpreter that would execute arbitrary 
ontology rules dynamically.  

However, to conclude, we may state that the framework basically fulfills the objectives 
of our research: it provides the means for the creation of collaborative social networks within 
the E-Learning environment and it helps, as the independent sample t tests show (see fourth 
section), to improve the learning outcome of the trainees. This framework is not only suitable 
for our specific industrial setting;, it could also be extended and deployed in any other E-
Learning environment.  
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4. Final Evaluation 

 

 

 

This chapter provides an overview of the answers to the research questions that were presented in 

the introductory chapter, as well as a final statistical analysis of the research findings. It describes the 

experimental results and analyses the dependencies between the learning outcome and the methods 

applied within our scientific framework in relation with the research questions. Firstly, we will briefly 

mention the dependencies between social network parameters (SNA quantifiers) such as 

communication intensity (i.e. collaboration) in the E-learning environment that were indicated by 

applying PPMCC calculation and analyzing the values in the “Papers” chapter (Chapter 3). Secondly, 

we will show the two sample t tests made on the observed samples during the work at different 

points in time. Thirdly, we will provide an analysis of the learning outcome progress with chi-square 

tests by comparing the results of the experiments before, during and after the full implementation of 

the new framework for enhancing collaboration in our E-Learning system.  

  

RQ1: WHAT ARE THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF IMPLICIT SOCIAL NETWORKS IN E-
LEARNING? 

The existence of social networks in the E-Learning setting has been investigated and their correlation 

to the learning outcome given by PPMCC calculation was presented in Paper 1 in Chapter 3. Basically, 

we have identified two types of implicit social networks within the E-Learning setting: the affiliation 

network and the communication network. The first SNA quantifier that was used in Paper 1 was the 

node degree. The results in Paper 1 showed that, in our specific case, the language node degree in the 

affiliation networks and the ingoing and outgoing node degree in the communication networks of the 

trainees have the highest correlation values to the learning outcome among all node degrees 

measured on both networks.  

 

RQ2: HOW CAN WE CONTROL AND ADAPT SOCIAL NETWORKS IN THE E-LEARNING SETTING 

TO ENHANCE COLLABORATION? 

 

The experiences gained during the investigation of RQ1 provided us with a significant input for the 

concept of the utilization of implicit social networks that is presented in Paper 2 (Chapter 3). Briefly 

speaking, the relations within the affiliation network of the trainees and tutors have been weighted. 

Their weighting categories have been used for the calculation of concordance between trainees and 

tutors resulting by the forming of special tutored groups. In this work we also use a synonym for this 

methodology: “Social Network Engineering”. The creation of tutored groups aims to enhance 

collaboration between tutors and trainees through a dedicated communication channel (discussion 



 

 

forum). In Papers 2 and 3 we noted that the implementation of the tutored group concept within the 

E-Learning setting did help to improve the learning outcome, however, the collaboration intensity 

between trainees and tutors did not increase, i.e. it remained at the same level. More precisely, as 

shown in Table 1, the sample t test results indicate that the learning outcome did improve after the 

implementation of the new tutoring infrastructure within the E-Learning system, but, as shown in 

Table 2, the communication intensity remained at more or less the same level as before the 

implementation.  

 

Table1: The second t test: t= -1.8825, 95% confidence interval <-∞, -0.6462717), p= 0.03529 (<0.05) 

Sample taken N mean t 

First experiment  

(Nov 2010) 
18 85.667 

t = -1.8825 
Second experiment (Jan 2012 –  

August 2012) 
11 92.454 

 

Table2: Average outbound communication node degree of the trainees who participated in the experiments   

Sample taken 
N 

Average outbound 

node degree 

First experiment  

(Nov 2010) 
18 1.8 

Second experiment (Jan 2012 –  

August 2012) 
11 1.9 

 

We note here that the outcomes which were used in the sample t test for the period from January 

2012 to August 2012 were taken only from trainees who participated in the tutored groups. This case 

is described in detail in Paper 3 –trainees who did not participate in the tutored groups achieved 

significantly weaker results.  

Actually, thanks to this approach, we found a new method enabling the early detection of the 

potentially isolated nodes among the trainees. We called this method static in Paper 3. We indicated 

that a dynamic method for the detection of trainees who could be potentially isolated during the E-

Learning course was still lacking. More precisely, the mechanism in the E-Learning system that would 

help to recognize those trainees who communicate less than others or, to put it in another way, who 

use the communication infrastructure less intensively than they should in order to improve their 

learning outcome, was still not in place. In Paper 3 we applied new SNA methods in addition to the 

node degree: cliques, centrality and density. Identifying cliques in social network graphs is usually not 



 

 

an easy task; however, in our case it was rather straightforward since our tutored groups had already 

been constructed to serve as cliques. Following the PPMCC calculation, we realized that the centrality 

of the nodes within the social network of E-Learning participants was weakly correlated with the 

learning outcome; however, the research results in Paper 3 showed that the density of the tutored 

groups (cliques) was medium-level correlated with the learning outcome.  

Therefore, in Paper 4, we proposed the implementation of a framework for collaboration 

enhancement based not only on the concordance between the E-Learning participants but also on 

their learning and trainee ontologies (i.e. ontology engineering) and on the density of their tutored 

groups. More precisely, trainees belonging to tutored groups with a lower density who display a weak 

learning progress at the moment of the automatic system check are registered by the system 

according to the implemented framework. The system finds the trainees who have the highest 

concordance with the registered “weak” trainee dynamically during the course attendance, and 

recommends the trainees to be contacted (i.e. to obtain explanations and tips). The contacting is 

recommended by providing the link to the chat platform of the learning system as well as the e-mail 

address of the relevant trainee. The system cannot currently provide any specific information about a 

trainee contacting another because it can only register the chat; the sending of an e-mail by one 

trainee to another cannot currently be registered.  

We also noted in Paper 4 that the precise evaluation of the communication intensity between 

trainees after the contacts have been recommended by the system was difficult and that currently 

the only way to analyze the results in the productive system was to observe the usage of the tutored 

groups’ discussion fora. After the latest investigation we noted the data provided in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: We took the information about the count of the visits to the dedicated discussion fora of the tutored 

groups during the course from the E-Learning system administration data storage 

Period Average number of visits to fora during 

courses 

Jan –Aug. 2012 11.2 

Sept – Oct 2012 30.5 

 

Hence, the number of visits to the discussion forum of the tutored groups dramatically increased after 

the implementation of the collaboration enhancement framework in the system. After a few informal 

interviews with E-Learning participants, we assume that the “more advanced” trainees have indicated 

to their colleagues who have contacted them that some answers to the “frequently asked questions” 

are already provided within the discussion forum of the tutored group.  

The consequences for the learning outcome are discussed under RQ3.  

 



 

 

RQ3: HOW ADAPTATIONS TO SOCIAL NETWORKS WITHIN E-LEARNING SETTINGS IMPROVE 

COLLABORATION AND LEARNING OUTCOMES? 

In Paper 4 we showed that the learning outcome did improve after the implementation of modules 

that are part of the new framework for collaboration enhancement within the E-Learning system. The 

result of the sample t test with the data used in Paper 3 is shown in Table 1. This data was gathered 

from the system from January 2012 to August 2012, that is, after the implementation of the social 

network engineering method for the creation of tutored groups, but before the implementation of 

additional collaboration enhancement facilities based on ontology engineering. This result indicates 

that the trainees were able to achieve a better learning outcome when they were organized into 

special tutored groups generated by social network engineering.  

In Paper 4, the sample t test is provided; it indicates that, in general, after the full implementation of 

the framework for collaboration enhancement, the learning outcome of the trainees is better, with a 

significance of 5% (Table 4). 

 

Table 4: t test results of learning outcome before and after E-Learning system enhancements: t=-2.2188, p= 

0.01645 <.05;  95% confidence interval <-∞, -1.460363) 

Sample taken N mean t 

Before system 

modifications 
18 85.67 

t = -2.2188 
After system 

modifications 
19 91.78 

 

Additionally, we will provide here one additional sample t test and one chi-square test, which will tell 

us more about the learning outcome improvement both during and after the implementation of the 

framework for collaboration enhancement.  

Table 5 presents the results of the sample t test of the data, which were collected until August 2012 

during the implementation of the new framework (i.e. before implementation was complete), when 

trainees and tutors were brought together in tutored groups according to the social network 

engineering rules described in Paper 2, and the data after August 2012 were gathered after the full 

implementation of the framework. 

 

Table 5: t test results of learning outcome during the implementation of enhancements and after full 

implementation of system enhancements: t=-1.6294, p= 0.05814 (>.05);  95% confidence interval <-∞, 

0.3368899) 



 

 

Sample taken N mean t 

August 2012 (during 

the implementation) 
14 86.14 

t = -1.6294 
September 2012 (after 

the implementation) 
12 92.88 

 

This t test does not indicate difference within the significance level of 5% (p-value is greater than .05) 

between the learning outcomes of trainees tested during the framework’s implementation and after 

full implementation.  

Hence, after analyzing the t tests results, we can conclude that trainees have been able to achieve a 

better learning outcome since the new methods for collaboration enhancement have been 

implemented in the E-Learning system. However, the difference in the degree of efficiency between 

the different methods for the enhancement of E-Learning collaboration is still not indicated 

significantly with this statistical test. More precisely, the result of the t test shown in Table 5 indicates 

a difference between the tutored group method and the fully-implemented framework (including 

social network engineering of tutored groups and ontology engineering for contact recommendation 

for the trainees) in the mean, but not as significant as the learning outcome results collected after the 

implementation of both these methods separately differ from the learning outcome results gathered 

within the initial E-Learning setup (Table 1 and Table 4). 

In order to investigate the impact of the new methods on the E-Learning setting more precisely, 

additionally we applied the chi-square tests. For this purpose we took samples from three different 

periods and categorized the learning outcomes of the trainees in the following way. In the period 

from April 2009 to August 2011, we took a sample of 21 trainees who had participated in 80 tests 

concerning 8 lessons. These trainees had no enhanced collaboration infrastructure. The E-Learning 

system did not contain any additional module, only the initial setup. In the rest of this chapter we will 

refer to this period as the initial period. In the period from September 2011 to August 2012, we took a 

sample of 14 trainees who participated in 62 tests concerning 7 lessons. During that time the new 

module for the social network engineering of special tutored groups (as described in Papers 2 and 3) 

was deployed in the E-Learning system. The first additional method to enhance collaboration was 

applied to these trainees. We emphasize here that 3 trainees did not participate in any of the tutored 

groups (their learning outcomes were excluded in the t test provided in Table 1). In the rest of this 

chapter, we will refer to this period as the middle period. In the period from September 2012 to 

December 2012, we took a sample of 12 trainees who participated in 74 tests concerning 11 lessons. 

This is the period after the full implementation of the collaboration enhancement framework in the E-

Learning setting. We will refer to this period as the final period.  

 

Table 6: Sample taking periods, number of participants, lessons and tests 



 

 

Period Participants # Lessons# Tests# 

Initial Period 21 8 80 

Middle Period 14 7 62 

Final Period 12 11 74 

 

The categorization of the learning outcome was done according to the scale given in Table 6. 
 

Table 7: Categorization of learning outcomes 

Category Score 

1       < 75 

2 75 – 90 

3 > 90 

 

As the table shows, the learning outcome under 75 scores belongs to Category 1. The category of the 

outcomes between 75 and 90 scores is 2, and those scores between 90 and 100 belong to Category 3, 

which is the highest. The chi-square tests provided us with the following findings. 

Firstly we compared the learning outcomes during the initial period with those during the middle 

period. The result of the corresponding chi-square test is given in Table 8. 

 

Table 8: Chi-square (χ2) test result: p = 0.7821 

Sample taken Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 χ2 

Initial Period 18 20 41 
0.4916 

Middle Period 11 17 33 

 

 

These results show no significant difference between the samples taken in the initial and middle 

periods, since p = 0.7821. The t test results shown in Table 1 do provide different information, 

however, only after the exclusion of the 3 trainees who did not participate in the tutored group 

activities.  

Secondly, if we compare the outcomes during the initial period with those during the final period, the 

chi-square test shows some significant differences (Table 9) even more clearly than the t test shown 

in Table 4. 

 

Table 9: Chi-square (χ2) test result: p = 0.01525 (<.05) 



 

 

Sample taken Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 χ2 

Initial Period 18 20 41 
8.3669 

Final Period 6 14 53 

 

 

Hence, all the trainees in the final period sample were integrated into tutored groups, and their 

learning outcomes were likely to be significantly improved, since the p-value is 0.01525 – which is less 

than 0.05 (i.e. a significance level of 5% is clearly reached). In other words, the efficiency of the 

learning of the trainees when they were integrated in the collaboration enhancement framework 

significantly improved. 

The third and the last comparison we made was between the outcomes during the middle and final 

periods. It can be seen (Table 10) that the significance level has not been reached (p-value is 0.06786) 

but the p-value is getting close to it. 

 

Table 10: Chi-square (χ2) test result: p = 0.06786  

Sample taken Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 χ2 

Middle Period 11 17 33 
5.3806 

Final Period 6 14 53 

 

 Actually, the p-value of the chi-square test shown in Table 10 points to a difference concerning the 

efficiency of the trainees in improving their learning outcomes during the middle and final periods, in 

almost the same way as the p-value shown in Table 5. Hence, we can conclude that the learning 

outcomes during the middle and final periods do differ, but not dramatically (the significance level of 

the t test shown in Table 5 is 6% and the significance level of the chi-square test shown in Table 10 is 

7%) as was the case when we compared the outcomes in the initial and final periods. 

Thanks to the results of the analysis presented above, the RQ3 has also been answered: the full 

implementation of the framework as described in Paper 4 help to increase the efficiency of the 

trainees (i.e. their learning outcomes) who attend the E-Learning courses. 



 

 

5. Conclusions  

 

The first conclusion that can be drawn from this piece of research is that a framework for the 

solution of the problem stated in the introduction chapter has been developed successfully. We 

have established mechanisms to detect potentially isolated E-Learning trainees, as well as to 

enhance their inclusion (maybe, we can say “de-isolation”) in order to help improve their learning 

outcomes. We invented two methods for the de-isolation of the trainees: static and dynamic.  

Static method is based on the implicit social network position of the trainee. It is implemented as a 

novel matching (grouping) algorithm for modeling of special social networks for dedicated tutoring. 

We call this method static because it is applied before the trainee starts to attend the E-Learning 

course.  

Dynamic method relays on the combination of the SNA quantification and ontology engineering 

applied on the social networks produced with the above mentioned static method. We call this 

method dynamic because it is applied during the trainees’ attending the E-Learning course. It results 

with the permanent recommendation of the contacts to the trainees for the collaboration and E-

Learning outcome improvement.  

Our second conclusion is that the research resulted in the creation of a flexible framework for 

collaboration enhancement within the E-Learning system which combines both static and dynamic 

method. As the main result after the statistical analysis provided in the previous chapter we may 

emphasize the following. Implementation of the method for static de-isolation of the trainees alone 

is not sufficient for significant E-Learning outcome improvement. Only after the implementation of 

the dynamic de-isolation method by combining SNA and ontology engineering, the E-Learning 

outcomes started to differ significantly from those before the new methods have been applied.  

5.1. CONTRIBUTIONS 

The following characteristics of the study make it original and specify its scientific contribution: 

- We investigated the impact of implicit social networks within E-Learning systems on the 

learning outcomes 

- We introduced  a social network engineering method for the grouping of trainees around a 

tutor according to the concordance of their social network characteristics 

- Introduction of an ontology engineering method designed to enhance the collaboration 

between trainees 

- We specified and implemented  a framework for the utilization of social network 

engineering and ontology engineering methods whose aim is to enhance collaboration 



 

 

within an E-Learning system between trainees and tutors for the purpose of improving the 

trainees’ learning outcomes.  

Furthermore, it is rather important to mention that in the technical implementation of the 

extensions of the E-Learning system it provides a novel approach of combination of usage of SNA 

methods such as density calculation and implementation of ontology rules.  

This work also provides an example of the utilization of the control theory findings and their 

application to the social network by inventing a matching algorithm which helps construction of the 

cliques within the social network for dedicated tutorship. 

 

5.2. IMPLICATIONS OF SOCIAL NETWORK ENGINEERING METHOD 

(THE GROUPING ALGORITHM, THE STATIC METHOD)  

The grouping algorithm for the trainees and tutors (which is described in Paper 2 and further utilized 

according to the rules given in Paper 4 ) can be reconfigured with other concordance categories. 

According to the particular situation at hand, the weights of the concordance categories can be 

varied, and concordance categories can even be added or removed – the basic principle remains the 

same. This principle relays on assortative mixing (Newman, 2002), i.e. the nodes in the network are 

related (are put in relation) according to their similarities. In other words, nodes displaying similar 

characteristics within the social network are put into relation with each other.  

 

5.3. IMPLICATIONS FOR COLLABORATION ENHANCEMENT OF 

ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING METHOD (THE DYNAMIC METHOD) 

The ontology engineering method is, of course, open to further changes, depending on the 

requirements of a given E-Learning setting and expectations of its owners and /or administrators 

regarding the E-Learning system and methods.  

In this study, non-assortative mixing was applied according to the same source as in the previous case  

(Newman, 2002), i.e. the nodes with “opposite” characteristics were put into relation within a given 

social network. Furthermore, although the ontology engineering method was used to create a 

recommendation mechanism that enhances collaboration (recommending particular people), it can 

be modified so that it recommends learning material consistent with the context of the learner 

(Pernas et al. 2012, Duval et al. 2012) – not only the learning context but also the social network 

context.      

 



 

 

5.4. LIMITATIONS 

We have to mention several limitations we took into account during this research.  

This research has been carried out in a very specific industrial setting. The methods we invented here 

have not yet been applied to other business sectors with different industrial settings. The implicit 

social networks and their influence to the learning outcome and collaboration between the 

participants may differ in some other business sector.   

We already mentioned in the Chapter 4 the limitations regarding the result gathering: during the 

measurements of the implications of the dynamic method we could only efficiently observe the 

activities of trainees and tutors within the tutored group discussion fora. Although the chat attempts 

between the trainees are registered by the system, the direct communication between the trainees 

via email (email is indicated in the contact data of the “recommended” trainee), telephone, Skype or 

any other communication channel except discussion forum could not be registered. Under “other 

communication channel” we may assume currently popular social network facilities such as Facebook 

or LinkedIn. The main reason not analyze the communication intensity between trainees and / or 

tutors within these social networks is the very restrictive web security policy in our industrial setting 

(railways) which very often forbids the users to access these tools.  

5.5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Both of these methods can be further extended and/or their parameters can be changed. In both 

cases, the mixing direction can be changed from assortative to non-assortative, and vice versa. For 

example, in our particular case – an industrial setting – this mixing was appropriate. However, in 

another setting, another mixing philosophy might be more appropriate. The framework we developed 

allows such variations, which would be worth experimenting further. The most accurate research 

results (Vaquero and Cebrian, 2013) confirm the claims of this thesis and indicate the need for 

extension of the research in this field. The authors have investigated the influence of the social 

network based collaboration in E-Learning to the learning outcome of the students in an academic 

environment. Their experimental results are based on a larger sample than the one used in our 

experiments and the PPMCC values indicate even stronger positive correlation of the collaboration 

intensity between the trainees to their learning outcome improvement. The authors depict a similar 

idea to ours: to “catch” those trainees with low communication intensity as potential candidates for 

weak learning outcome in order to help them. However, the authors still do not provide any proposal 

for a theoretical or practical framework which would support their idea. Our achievements can 

therefore serve as a complementary approach to such research attempts and be even used as a 

guideline for further investigation.  The simplified view to our approach is given in Figure 5. 



 

 

 

Figure 5: Approach that we propose: combination of SNA and ontology engineering implemented in 

the framework as an add-on to the E-Learning system supports the collaboration of the E-Learning 

participants and therefore helps improving the learning outcome. 

In any case, we recommend the following research agenda in order to overcome the limitations 

mentioned in the previous section and support the ideas such as the one mentioned in (Vaquero 

and Cebrian, 2013): 

- Experimenting with changes in concordance categories and ontology relation interpretation 

and evaluation, as well as experimenting with different mixing directions. 

- Registering and evaluation of the direct messaging (email, telephone, Skype and similar) 

between the trainees, and between the trainee and the tutor, especially after the applying 

of the dynamic method.  

- An evaluation of the influence of potential relations between trainees and tutors (trainee-

to-trainee, trainee-to-tutor, tutor-to-tutor) in other (external) social networks, even those 

that are widespread such as Facebook or LinkedIn, would be interesting. The eventual 

utilization of such networks and their integration by using ontology rules within the system-

based approach sounds challenging.   

The formation of new cliques within the social network could also be investigated. In our case, cliques 

were automatically created through the grouping algorithm. However, it would be interesting to 

evaluate how the cliques of trainees would be built if we were to apply the assortative and/or non-

assortative mixing rule in the ontology engineering method to: 

- Relate only trainees with the highest score category 



 

 

- Relate trainees with a high score across different courses  

- Relate trainees who have not participated in the same course at all but have a high score in 

common with others from the clique  

- Relate tutors with the most visited fora  

- Relate those tutors with a high visit frequency with those with a low tutored group density  

- Relate tutors according to the test score of their trainees – those with high scores with 

similar ones , and as a second variant, non-assortative.  

In our opinion, further research into all the steps listed above would be valuable, not only in our 

chosen industrial setting, but in any other suitable one as well. 
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